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Welcome to the 14th annual Allstate 400 at the Brickyard at the Indianapolis Motor Speedway.
The Allstate 400 at the Brickyard is the 20th race of the 2007 NASCAR NEXTEL Cup Series.
Notes, quotes, trivia, historical information and other items will appear on these pages through
Sunday, July 29. Our Media Center staff, headed by Indianapolis Motor Speedway Public Relations
Director Ron Green and Media Center Manager Bill York, is here to assist you and answer your questions
during this event.
***
TODAY’S SCHEDULE (all times local):
8 a.m.
Indianapolis Motor Speedway public gates open
9 a.m.-1 p.m.
Chevy Day at the Brickyard activities, Pagoda Plaza, Museum Lot
Noon
Tracy Lawrence concert, Coca-Cola Stage, Pagoda Plaza
1:30-2:30 p.m.
NASCAR NEXTEL Cup Series practice
3:30-4:30 p.m.
NASCAR NEXTEL Cup Series practice
***
Timing and scoring monitors are located throughout the Media Center with up-to-the-minute
times and speeds.
***
Allstate 400 at the Brickyard information is available on the World Wide Web this week on the
official Indianapolis Motor Speedway site, http://www.indianapolismotorspeedway.com, and the official
NASCAR site, http://www.nascar.com. Included in the information will be practice summaries and
performance histories, qualifying results, Daily Trackside Reports, driver quotes, race lineups and results.
***
Bobby East led all 100 laps of the J.D. Byrider 100 K&N USAC Silver Crown Championship
Series race Thursday night at O’Reilly Raceway Park at Indianapolis.
***
Dale Earnhardt Jr. will be ESPN's “In Race Reporter” during the telecast of the Allstate 400 at the
Brickyard. On the pace laps and during caution periods, Earnhardt will talk with ESPN analyst Rusty
Wallace to share how his day is going with viewers.
ESPN’s live coverage starts with a pre-race show at 1 p.m. (ET). Live race coverage starts at 2
p.m.
DALE EARNHARDT JR.: “When I heard that Rusty called my office asking if I would be the
In-Race Reporter for this weekend's Brickyard 400, it was a no-brainer for me. It’s a privilege to be able
to talk to Rusty during one of the biggest races of the year, and an honor to be a part of ESPN's return to
NASCAR NEXTEL Cup race coverage.”
***
“Desperate Housewives” actor James Denton is the grand marshal for the Allstate® 400 at the
Brickyard.
Denton will be on hand to participate in pre-race activities, including the ceremonial waving of
the green flag, signaling the start of the race.
JAMES DENTON: “This is an incredible honor to be named the grand marshal for this year’s
Allstate 400 at the Brickyard. I’m a huge sports fan, so to be able to wave the green flag at one of
NASCAR’s premier races is going to be an amazing experience.”
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The Indianapolis Motor Speedway will unite with the Coalition to Salute America’s Heroes
during the Allstate 400 at the Brickyard weekend July 27-29.
The Coalition to Salute America’s Heroes (CSAH) provides many programs to benefit wounded
veterans of the United States Military and their families. Programs include Emergency Relief, Family
Support Network, Career Network, Homes for Heroes and Road to Recovery Conference. The mission of
CSAH is to assist those who have given so much on our behalf, and to help soldiers and their families
overcome obstacles and resume productive and fulfilling lives.
CSAH T-shirts and dog tags will be available for purchase in the Pagoda Plaza from 8 a.m.-3:30
p.m. Friday, July 27 and Saturday, July 28, and from 8 a.m.-2:30 p.m. Sunday, July 29. The T-shirts are
$20 each and come with a free dog tag. Dog tags can be purchased separately for $5 each.
Proceeds from the sale of the shirts and dog tags will benefit CSAH.
The shirts feature the phrase “America Supports You” on the front and the CSAH logo on the
back. The dog tags sport the America Supports You program logo on the front and the Indianapolis Motor
Speedway logo on the back.
Fans attending the Allstate 400 at the Brickyard can greet a few of the military members who
have benefited from the program in the past and are now national spokespersons. One of the military
members who serves as a national spokesperson is Jerry Majetich, of nearby Fishers, Ind. He was on his
second tour in Iraq with the 304th Psychological Operations Company when his vehicle hit an improvised
explosion device (IED). Majetich suffered severe burns and multiple other injuries.
JOIE CHITWOOD (President and chief operating officer, Indianapolis Motor Speedway):
“We’re honored to welcome these American heroes to the Allstate 400 at the Brickyard weekend. Their
selfless bravery inspires all Americans, and we hope that fans will show their support for our troops and
CSAH throughout the event weekend by purchasing T-shirts and dog tags.”
JERRY MAJETICH: “We want to thank the Indianapolis Motor Speedway and local race fans
for making us feel so welcome not only on Race Day, but in our new home state of Indiana. We are
especially grateful that IMS is helping the Coalition to Salute America’s Heroes bring much-needed
attention to the needs of my fellow brothers and sisters in the Armed Forces who come home severely
wounded.”
***
For the third year in a row, fans can help save a life by participating in the Blood and Bone
Marrow Drive at the Brickyard on Saturday, July 28 at the Indianapolis Motor Speedway.
The Drive will take place from 11 a.m.-4 p.m. in the Hall of Fame Museum East parking lot.
Sponsored by the NASCAR Foundation, the Jimmie Johnson Foundation and the Hendrick
Marrow Program, the Drive takes place during the NEXTEL Cup Series Allstate 400 at the Brickyard
event weekend. Fans can donate blood for the American Red Cross or sign up for the National Marrow
Donor Program’s donor list. Everyone who donates blood or joins the marrow donor list will receive a
free T-shirt, die-cast car or hat.
Since the Blood and Bone Marrow Drive at the Brickyard is taking place on Speedway grounds,
there is a $15 admission fee into the track for the day’s activities. Participation in the Drive is free. Track
activities for Saturday include qualifying and two practice sessions.
Donor recipients and their families will be on hand to share their stories and to speak with
participants. Blood Drop, the official mascot of the American Red Cross, also will attend.
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Jeff Gordon could become just the second five-time winner of a major race at the Indianapolis
Motor Speedway with a victory Sunday in the Allstate 400 at the Brickyard.
Michael Schumacher became the first five-time winner when he captured the 2006 United States
Grand Prix. Schumacher has won the USGP in 2000, 2003, 2004, 2005 and 2006.
Gordon is tied with four-time Indianapolis 500 winners A.J. Foyt, Al Unser and Rick Mears on
the IMS win list. Gordon won the Allstate 400 at the Brickyard in 1994, 1998, 2001 and 2004. Foyt won
the Indy 500 in 1961, 1964, 1967 and 1977; Unser won the “500” in 1970, 1971, 1978 and 1987. Mears
won the “500” in 1979, 1984, 1988 and 1991.
***
Max Siegel, Dale Earnhardt Inc. president of global operations, was raised in Indianapolis and
graduated from Northwest High School in Indianapolis.
MAX SIEGEL: (About growing up so close to the Speedway, and if he ever imagined bringing a
major team here to race): "It feels great. I grew up off of 21st and Tibbs, within earshot of here. So I never
in a million years imagined working in this capacity and coming here. I've always been around the
Speedway and coming here since I was a kid, so it will be real interesting to see how I feel being here. It's
already kind of overwhelming." (Were you a fan of this place growing up?): "From the time I was 5 we'd
pack up the car and come to the '500,' and then the Brickyard (400) came years later. Been a huge fan, and
I became very interested in the business of the sport about six years ago, so my interest grew
exponentially then. It's been great." (Was your legal practice locally with Baker & Daniels sportsrelated?): "Yeah, I started off my career in the sports group at Baker & Daniels doing all the national
governing body, Olympics work, Seattle Mariners, and then moved from there to have my own practice
managing athletes like Reggie White (and) Tony Gwynn, and the last 10 years in the entertainment
business." (It must feel kind of unreal to put everything you've done together and have it bring you back
so close to home): "It is weird, and it is interesting to start to see old friends and their involvement. It
gives you new perspective on what people like Terry Lingner have been doing for years." (Do you still
have family here, and have a chance to get back often?): "Yes, almost every week. I still maintain a home
here and Charlotte, as well. It's good to get back, (but) I've been getting back a lot less than I care to."
***
Target Chip Ganassi Racing owner Chip Ganassi and driver Juan Pablo Montoya met with the
media this morning. Montoya will make history this weekend by becoming the first driver to compete in
all three major events at IMS. He won the Indianapolis 500 in 2000 in his only start in that event and
raced in the United States Grand Prix from 2001-06. Selected quotes:
JUAN PABLO MONTOYA: (How much for this oval can you use from IndyCar experience?):
"It is pretty hard to compare. The last time I was here was seven years ago, and we were running wide
open all the way around (the track). It is a little bit different with the Cup cars. It is pretty hard. There are
a lot of things I remember from winning the Indianapolis 500 that I want to see what works and what
doesn't. For me, it is exciting to be here and being able to compete in all three races. At the end of the day,
we need to focus on what we need to do. We need to come here, work on the car and get the job done."
(About coming to the 2000 Indy 500 with confidence): "I don't think we were that confident. I thought we
would have a chance. I don't think we were like, 'We are going to kick everybody's ass.' We did and it was
great. That was the plan, and I think it is always the plan. I'm hoping for a good result. With the F1
program, we came here and had two or three chances to win the race and always broke down." (More
Montoya on next page)
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JUAN PABLO MONTOYA (cont.): (What did the Indy 500 do for your career?"): "I think
winning the Indy 500 was a huge deal for me. At the time, I didn't realize how big it was. You spend like
three or four weeks going around with nobody. There was maybe a few thousand people, but it was like
empty when you can see 400,000 people. On Race Day, you see all the people and say, 'What happened
here?' It is funny, because I think people who have done it for a long time get a myth in there head, 'The
track narrows down with all the people there.' It is still the same racetrack. There are just people there. It
was exciting. Looking back on it, it is good to say that I won it. It's a 'been there, done that' type of deal,
and it was great for my career." (Could you describe the experience of swapping cars with Jeff Gordon in
2003?): "They actually wanted me to run the oval. I hadn't run the oval for three years, so I thought, ‘No.’
(The road course) is fast enough. I'd rather do the road course. I ran the road course well, and I'd be a lot
more comfortable driving the car on the road course. They brought the road course car, and it was a lot of
fun. I was pretty comfortable from the word go. I think that was one of the reasons when I started talking
to Chip (Ganassi) about doing it. That was probably a good thing that I did that." (How much tougher will
a stock car be than an IndyCar?): "Probably out of the three, it will be the hardest. The Formula One
circuit was pretty straightforward. With the IRL cars, it was a really fast oval and pretty flat, but that's
what I drove every week. Coming here, I don't know. I've been asking people what they think and where
they brake. That's the kind of thing I try to ask a lot before going out. You just come out and see what you
can do. The problem is you have such little time that before you get to qualifying you've only driven 15
laps. And then people wonder why we sucked in qualifying, but then we get in the race and go forward
pretty fast." (Is this another race weekend?): "Once the race weekend starts, you can't think about Indy.
You just have to get around, drive the car and see what happens. You have to leave it and then see it. You
have to go experience the whole race weekend, and then at the end of the race weekend you can go back
and think, 'Man we did an awesome job.' You can't go into the place and think this is awesome and say,
'I'm the only guy to run in three races.' I think at 50 (years old), it will be a very cool thing to remember.
Today, it's about getting the job done." (Where does IMS rank?): "This and Daytona are the biggest
places for fans. Monaco has the yachts and boats. It is like, 'Man, look at that boat!' Here, what is really
cool about Indy, is when you come through Gasoline Alley it is really tight. The place from where the
grandstands and where you are standing are very close. I think every racetrack has something nice about
it. I have a lot of good memories here. I've been coming here every year since 2000. (What would it mean
to win at Indy?): "I think every win has had an exciting moment. Like when I won Long Beach, that was
huge. When I won Indy, it was huge. Every win at its time was amazing. I actually won in Cup, and that
was a huge deal. Yes, we need to win an oval. It kind of puts our job a little easier. Do we want to win
more? Yeah, we want to win more."
CHIP GANASSI: (About winning the Indianapolis 500 with Juan Pablo Montoya): “At that
time, we were very, very strong as a team. We’d just come off winning four championships. We had a
great driver, and we knew that. We also had a great staff of mechanics, engineers and management that
really pulled this off. That was certainly a high point in our team’s career and in Juan and myself’s
relationship, and obviously something I’ll never forget.” (About working with Juan Pablo): “Juan and I
have a relationship that I think transcends racing, maybe. We don’t talk about racing that much. We never
have, and I don’t know if we ever will. We just seem to work well together, and it’s great to have him
back. There’s no one else I’d rather have, I can tell you that.” (More Ganassi quotes on next page)
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CHIP GANASSI (cont.): (About assessing Montoya’s performance so far): “People have a lot of
expectations from someone with the background that he has in racing in driving different vehicles and
coming into NASCAR now. I would say it’s right on, if not a little bit ahead of plan. People will say,
‘Gee, why are you qualifying in the 20s or why do you finishing 18th or something?’ They don’t think that
that may be that’s good relative to other series or relative to what other people are used to. Juan finished
17th or 16th or something, on the lead lap at Martinsville. I’ll tell you right now, if you go over in that
garage area and ask how that is, they think that is a superhuman feat for the first time there. So I would
put that down and to be able to take that and go from his performance at the superspeedways at Daytona
and Talladega, that’s a completely different study than how you do at Martinsville. And he did a great job
there in the draft and learning how to run in that type of environment.. You get these guys who have
10,000 laps at these places. I’ll guess there’s barely 100 Cup starts between all three of my drivers
combined. So to go there and have that kind of performance is a great feat. Is there a long way to go?
Absolutely. Are we going to cover that ground? Yeah. Are we happy where we’re at? Yeah, but we have
a long way to go, sure. We’re not even close to hitting a panic button in terms of where we are in the
points. We just have to do good week in and week out. I think we’ve had a pretty good year so far. Juan
has won in every kind of car we’ve put him in so far this year. What better kind of a rookie year can you
have? If the year ended tomorrow, I’d say it was a great year. A lot of open-wheel drivers had a challenge
moving over here. There was still a big roll of the dice a year ago in Chicago when we announced this
deal and then to have to wait so long to get him in a car. I was sweating pretty hard there wondering when
we were going to be able to get him in a car to test and to drive. I was sweating bloody murder through
every one of those. I knew he could do it. I just don’t want him to have a bad experience early on. That
could change his whole perspective. These guys who he’s racing with week in and week out – Juan hasn’t
been in 50 oval track races yet, and most of these guys were in 50 oval track races before they were 14
years old. We’re still in a process here of coming along, and by no means are we there yet, but I couldn’t
be happier with where we are.”
***
Selected Allstate 400 at the Brickyard statistical notes:
•Juan Pablo Montoya will attempt to be the first driver ever to race in all three featured races at
the Speedway – the Indianapolis 500, United States Grand Prix and Allstate 400 at the Brickyard. 2000
Indy 500 winner Montoya joins 1985 Indy 500 winner Danny Sullivan as the only drivers ever to race in
Formula One anywhere and compete in an Indianapolis 500 and Allstate 400 at the Brickyard.
•The last two winners of the Allstate 400 at the Brickyard (Jimmie Johnson ’06, Tony Stewart
’05) went on to win the NASCAR NEXTEL Cup title. Others who did are Jeff Gordon (1998, 2001),
Bobby Labonte (2000) and Dale Jarrett (1999).
•Five Indianapolis 500 veterans are on the entry list – John Andretti, J.J. Yeley, Juan Pablo
Montoya, Tony Stewart and Robby Gordon.
•Roush Fenway Racing has failed to win on only two current NASCAR NEXTEL Cup tracks –
Chicagoland Speedway and the Indianapolis Motor Speedway. Penske Racing has a record 14
Indianapolis 500 wins and has yet to win an Allstate 400 at the Brickyard.
•Juan Pablo Montoya is the first Indianapolis 500 winner to run the Allstate 400 at the Brickyard
since A.J. Foyt Jr. and Danny Sullivan in the inaugural race in 1994.
•Kyle Petty makes his 800th NASCAR NEXTEL Cup start here. Only five drivers have more than
800, led by his father, Richard’s, 1,185. Entrants Ricky Rudd and Terry Labonte are also above 800.
(More statistical notes on next page)
(More)
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Selected Allstate 400 at the Brickyard statistical notes (cont.):
•Jeff Gordon has led the most Allstate 400s at the Brickyard (9), most times (28) and most laps
(433). Bill Elliott has led six races and 12 times, second in both categories. Dale Jarrett has led 186 laps,
second in that category. Fifty-six drivers have led at least one lap in Allstate 400s at the Brickyard.
•Closest Margin of Victory – Ricky Rudd over Bobby Labonte, .183 of a second, 1997.
•Fastest Race Lap – Tony Stewart, Lap 129, 2005, 179.641.
•Qualifying Record – Casey Mears, 186.293 mph, 48.311 seconds, Aug. 7, 2004.
•Only one pole winner has won the Allstate 400 at the Brickyard: Kevin Harvick, 2003.
•Widest separation of field – 1.675 seconds, 2005.
•Closest separation of field -- .746 of a second, 2000.
•Eight drivers have competed in all 13 previous Allstate 400s at the Brickyard – Bill Elliott, Jeff
Burton, Jeff Gordon, Dale Jarrett, Bobby Labonte, Sterling Marlin, Mark Martin and Joe Nemechek. Of
those, Jeff Burton and Bill Elliott have been running at the finish in all 13 races.
•There have been 15 NASCAR NEXTEL Cup or its predecessors races in Indiana. In addition to
13 Allstate 400s at the Brickyard, races took place at Funk’s Speedway in Winchester in 1950 and
Playland Park Speedway in South Bend in 1952. Since the inaugural year of 1948, 73 NASCAR drivers
have listed their home state as Indiana, although some drivers’ hometowns are unknown.
•In 2007, Denny Hamlin leads the series in laps completed with 5,532 of a possible 5,596. Jeff
Gordon has led 14 races and Tony Stewart has led 768 laps, most in those categories.
***
ESPN on ABC Senior Motorsports Producer Neil Goldberg was asked during a press conference
this morning if the network thinks it has a “home-court advantage” for its first NEXTEL Cup Series
broadcast since 2000 this weekend at IMS, where ABC has covered the Indianapolis 500 since 1965.
NEIL GOLDBERG: “We definitely have a basic template of coverage coming in here, as far as
where main cameras are place. That’s definitely a home-court advantage. A lot of us feel very
comfortable coming here. I have not produced a lot of races here. I did the Indy 500 and a couple
Brickyard 400s, but I watched a lot of other people produce races here while we did qualifying over the
years for the Indy 500. I’ve spent a lot of time here. We’ve been able to grow not into this place, but with
this place in terms of technology. It wasn’t like my first time going to produce the Daytona 500. This is a
very comfortable palace to walk in to.”
***
Selected driver quotes from the NEXTEL Media Luncheon today in the Plaza Pavilion:
ELLIOTT SADLER: “It’s a fun racetrack. It’s cool for us NASCAR drivers to be able to come
and race once a year. I wish we raced here twice a year. I’d love to come here once on the oval and once
on the road course. I always enjoy coming here. You know everybody brings the best of everything they
got, their best car and their best motor. They throw everything but the kitchen sink at it, and we feel like
we’ve done that this weekend. I had so much fun here a couple years ago, sitting on the pole, leading a lot
of laps and racing Gordon and Jarrett for the win. It’s a cool place to race. It seems like every time you
come through the tunnel here at Indianapolis, you just start to get those chills and that adrenaline is
flowing. We all showed up with the 2006 noses, and we are going to go back to basics and what worked
for Evernham Motorsports last year. We just kind of want to see if we can get back on a roll like we were
last year. What we were doing was not working for us, and we decided to take a step back and try again.
We are doing that here in Indy.” (More NEXTEL Media Luncheon quotes on next page)
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More NEXTEL Media Luncheon quotes:
JEFF BURTON: (How do you figure out how to get around this track?): “I think these corners
are like nowhere else we go. If you look at the entry of the corner and how close the exit of the corner is
to the entry, we don’t have any racetrack like this. The only thing that is similar is the straightaways at
maybe Pocono. But this is its own racetrack. It’s very unique; it’s like nowhere else we go. Comparing it
to other places is crazy.” (Obviously, Daytona International Speedway and the Indianapolis Motor
Speedway differ when it comes to their history. Where do they rank in terms of prestige?): “If you look at
American motorsports or even worldwide motorsports, Indianapolis is way up on the list. There’s no
question that the history and heritage of Indy is really large. I don’t like to say, this is first and that is
second. But I am going to tell you right now that Indianapolis (Motor Speedway) for overall racing is
very big. If you wanted to look specifically at Stock Cars, obviously Daytona is the biggest. But if you
want to look at the impact that racing has had on North America, you can’t separate Indianapolis (Motor
Speedway) from that. This racetrack has been here so long, the history is so deep, the heritage is so deep,
it’s pretty strong.” (Do you feel that history every time you drive through the tunnel?): “I do. I view us as
visitors and guests of the open-wheel world. My wife’s been coming to the Indianapolis 500 since she
was a little kid. I feel that we are guests of that. Without a doubt, I feel the history. That’s what is so cool
about this place. To be honest, if you were to build this racetrack today, you’d be ridiculed. You would be
called, “You don’t know what you are doing.” It wouldn’t be any good. What makes it good is the
history. If you don’t feel that here, then you are missing something.” (How much of that difficulty level
does it have to do with the fact that the winners here come from that top echelon of drivers in this sport?
You don’t have dark horses win here.) “It’s one of the reasons you want to win. When you step back,
when this thing is all done, you want to look at your career and say, “Hey, I did a lot of great things;
winning at Daytona, winning at Indianapolis, winning at Charlotte, and winning at Darlington. Those
places you want to win. Like you say, there are not many fluke winners at Indy. You want to be one of
those guys.”
TONY RAINES: (What's the trickiest part about driving this track?): "I think this track is either
one you love or hate, because it is unique compared to what we typically run on. One of the first Truck
races I ran was the Homestead layout that was similar to this, and I really enjoyed that. The first time I ran
here it felt good, but it is a hard track. A lot of the good drivers will tell you that these long straightaways
and the tight turns aren't the easiest in NASCAR. The fact we are racing at Indianapolis (is great). It is
one of the two biggest races of the year. Everybody gets jitters over it." (About his homecoming, as he is
from LaPorte, Ind.): "It is good. It has actually been a lot of fun and somewhat relaxing. When you get
here and closer to practice time, you get a little more nervous because you do want to run well. It is more
in my back yard and my hometown, so a good year here would mean more to me than some other places.
We brought a new car. I'm a little nervous about that. Sometimes when you bring a new car, it is good
right off the trailer, and you're glad you brought it. Sometimes you bring a new car and you have to work
some bugs out of it.” (Why is this so special?): "It's because you're racing at Indianapolis. When my wife,
son and I came here last night, I said: 'Think about it. They've been racing here since 1911. I live in
Pendleton close by and I'm a native Hoosier, so it means a lot. It is hard to describe. I personally believe
this is bigger than Daytona, but I didn't build Daytona. If I had to pick one to win, I'd definitely pick here
(at Indianapolis)." (About handling his personal life and racing when home): "When I arrived last night,
that's pretty much when it stops. Now when I get up in the morning, you're talking to your crew chief
about racing. I don't like to leave the facility once I arrive until the race is over. Once it's over Sunday, I'll
let my guard down. But once I'm here until Sunday, I don't answer my phone very much."
(More)
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More NEXTEL Media Luncheon quotes:
KASEY KAHNE: “I always like Indy, always like racing here. It’s really special. This is my
favorite track to come to each year, the track I want to win most at. The place is difficult to drive. There’s
a lot to it. Each corner is different, just trying to get your car to handle at each end and making the right
adjustments, whether it’s in practice or in the race. To do that is the difficult part. It’s tough. It’s a tough
place, but I really enjoy it. I’ve always ran good here. We’ve been strong every year. I come into this
place happy and wanting to run well.” (Does this track hold a place in your childhood memories?):
“Yeah, it wasn’t even stock cars as much as Indy cars. The month of May, I’d get out of school I think at
3:30, and you know you had final hour on “RPM 2Night” until 6, so I’d have to get home as quick as
possible and watch that. The time difference was two hours, so it was hard to make, but I always could
make most of it. You just remember little stuff like that, and this was the track I paid most attention to
more than any other track that stock cars or Indy cars went to. I remember watching the times, the track,
the speeds, their lines on the racetrack. It was so cool to me. That was what I looked forward to. I wanted
to get out of school as quickly as possible to watch that. That’s probably not what most kids do, but some
do, I guess.” (About his car): “They’ve made a ton of changes. You never know how far, how close,
what’s the same, what’s different. It’s really tough for so many different pieces to mess with these cars.
Supposedly, we’re back to how we were last year and we’ll get a lot more power, so that will be good.
When you go in a wrong direction, you keep trying to make that better and better and better, and you’re
getting further and further away from where you were. You go back to where you were and go in a
different direction to make things better. I mean, you can get lost. It’s a tough thing. If it was easy, there’d
be a lot more teams winning races. We’ve gained a lot in a lot of places this week, and it gives myself a
lot of hoping going into this race. I think we made a lot of the right changes, and hopefully that pays off.”
(About trend that teams who do well here at Indy win the championship): “This is a track that good teams
run good at it, the teams that are running for a championship run good at. Hopefully this is a year that the
trend changes because we’re out of the championship. Hopefully, it will change, and hopefully we’ll have
a good run and mix it up with the teams that have been so strong this year. It’s a great place, and all the
good teams step up for this race.” (Would you be pleased with a top 15, after all the wins last year?): “I’m
happy when I don’t hit something this year. A top 15 would be great. That would be an awesome
weekend for us. Last year, if we didn’t win the race, we were a little upset and that kind gets you back to
reality and thinking, ‘Man, we need to have different expectations, still try to win every race, but a top-10
is really good in this sport.” There are so many good teams. You win races in ’06, and you don’t in ‘07.
You have a lot of hope with the team. The team realizes we can if we keep working together. Hopefully
we do.”
CLINT BOWYER: “You have to have a well-rounded package when you show up here. It starts
in the shop. We had an awesome race car here last year and brought that same race car back. Hopefully,
she still remembers how to get around this place. I’d say this is our second-biggest race, for sure.
Obviously, the Daytona 500 in our world is the biggest race, but this is a close second. It’s very
prestigious. A lot of history and tradition behind this track, and this is the one you want to run good at.
There isn’t anyplace anywhere close to this. You could get lost going to your car or motorhome at this
place. It’s a very cool place to be at. A lot of people and a lot of focus and attention on this track, you
know, media-wise and certainly race team-wise. It would be pretty special to get any checkered flag right
now, but to win my first race here would be unbelievable. (More NEXTEL Media Luncheon quotes on
next page)
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More NEXTEL Media Luncheon quotes:
MARK MARTIN: (About the Ginn/DEI merger): “It’s pretty overwhelming. I think the biggest
thing I can say is Monday was my first time at the DEI shop. When I opened the door and stepped in, I
really realized the magnitude of this. It’s something I could have never scripted or dreamed of happening.
It transpired very quickly. I’m really excited about it. There’s a lot of distractions right now for my team
and I. I really can’t wait to get on the racetrack and strap into a race car so we can focus on the
performance.” (About NASCAR drivers being younger than when he started in the series): “It’s different
now. Unfortunately for Sterling Marlin and I, we couldn’t get a job in NASCAR because we were 25 and
you needed to be 40 to drive Junior Johnson’s cars. He didn’t want a 25 year old. Now that we’re over 40,
it’s kind of flipped. For some of us, we got caught in that transition. When we came into it, no one wanted
a young guy. It’s a lot more about technology and engineers. When we were 25, we didn’t know much
about these cars and we couldn’t tell a team how to set the car up. After you drove ‘em for 15 years, you
could. The drivers back then were almost like an engineer. They were the ones who could drive the cars
and tell them, ‘You need to change that sway bar.’ The driver isn’t expected to do that anymore. That part
of it is not as valuable as it was.”
DALE EARNHARDT JR.: (How much would you like this race victory on your resume?): "It's
right behind the Daytona 500. It is pretty important." (Do you like coming here?): "Yeah. It is fun. I
remember when they first started talking about the cars coming here and testing, I was just interested to
see what the stock cars looked like on the racetrack. You see open wheel here for so many years on
television, so it was really unique to see the cars on the racetrack and drive through the garage. It was a
strange visual, but it has been fun. I enjoy racing here. It is a very historic track and a very big deal to win
here." (Does the winner on Sunday leave here as the favorite for the championship?): "I think the guys
who win here are the big teams. They are the heavy hitters of the sport. It is sort of like the Daytona 500,
but you don't see any fluke winners here. You always see the dominant teams like (Jeff Gordon's No.) 24
or the top car at RCR. Those guys have won this race. It is a hard race to win and to put it all together. It
takes a really, really good race car." (How much does the sheer difficulty of the racetrack play into that?):
"The track isn't that difficult. It is just hard to get the car to go as fast as you want to beat the other guys.
That's the hard part. It is sort of that way anywhere you go, but more so here. It is a hard track to get the
car to handle right. The corners are different. Turn 1 is really, really tight. Turn 2 is run wide open
because you're coming out with less speed. You go into 1, you're going so fast. The way the grandstands
were built control the way the wind goes through the racetrack. It changes the way each corner drives.
You actual track itself is not that difficult. It is pretty self-explanatory. You just have to figure out what
the wind is doing and how to get your car to go around here better. We don't really work on 90-degree
corners any other time of the year except for road-course racing." (How much does the car number 8
mean to you?): "I'd like to take it and use it the rest of my career. I'll give it back when I retire. If we don't
run the 8, then we have some other options. I won't be as torn up as the rest of my fans." (Do you feel like
NASCAR is accepted here?): "It has been accepted here. The fans have really accepted our series here.
They turn out for the race. I still feel like this will always be an open-wheel race track. There's no denying
the history of this racetrack and where it came from – all the way back to the (early) 1900s. I've read the
books and understand the history. We're just a chip in a block of history, so we have to mindful and
respectful of that. A lot of guys have made their careers here. It is just fun to be here and to race around
this racetrack." (More NEXTEL Media Luncheon quotes on next page)
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More NEXTEL Media Luncheon quotes:
MATT KENSETH: (About secret to success at Indy): “You really need to have it all. You need
the downforce, and you need the horsepower. But the biggest thing, I think, is that you have to have your
car loose enough that you don’t get your car behind people and get tight underneath people and you can
get a run on people out of the corners. But I think the best place to pass is getting off the corners better
than the other guys and getting up next to them and finishing the pass down the straightaway. You don’t
really run side by side here. You do have to be loose enough to get underneath somebody, but not too
loose that you have to get out of the gas here.” (About the history of IMS and where this race ranks in
NASCAR): “I’d say it’s in the top two. I think the Daytona 500 and then the Brickyard is how they rank.
And then the 600 because it’s always a big race, so it’s certainly one we look forward, too, for sure. I
think it’s just the history here. I think it’s like going to Daytona. I think Daytona is definitely the biggest
race for stock cars, and this place has been here for almost 100 years or whatever, so there’s obviously a
lot of history here. The Indy 500 is one of the biggest races in the world, and everybody knows about that.
We get the privilege of running sock cars here, so being here is one of the biggest races that we run.”
(About winners of this race going on to win the championship in the same year): “I think you have to be
running good to be a contender to win races, and you have to win races to have more of a chance to win
championships than guy’s who aren’t, and this is another race. I’ve won races that will make or break you
in the championship, but that’s not before the Chase. So Jeff Gordon would win a race here and finish the
highest and still have a shot for the championship. I don’t think we look at the stats that six out of the last
nine winners won the championship. I think we just wait until we get into the Chase, and then we look at
who can be the favorite. But I think you can also look at what has been going on all year in Cup and
probably pick up a few favorites, too. I think the 24 (Gordon) and 48 (Johnson) cars have a good shot at
winning it. They’ve been strong all year and the 20 (Stewart), you can never count him out, so those are
the three that come to mind, and the 11 (Hamlin). The 11 has been strong, too.” (About his past success at
IMS): “It gives you a little extra confidence. This year, we’re running the same car, but after this year, I
don’t think it will matter because we’ll be in different cars. It will be like starting over, but we certainly
have a little more confidence coming in here because we’ve performed well here. We don’t have all
perfect finishes, but we’ve performed pretty well here for three or four years, so it gives us some
confidence.” (About the growing role of technology in NASCAR): “I keep up with the technology a lot
less than I used to because the engineering and models and tire data and all that stuff that we used to do
doesn’t work the way it used to. So I probably keep track of it less than I ever did. You still have that feel.
The feel that you’re looking for, and I have to relay that to the chief engineers, about what the car feels
like and give them some suggestions and see what they want to try. Maybe if it’s opposite direction that
you think, they’ll try it and see if it’s the feel that you’re looking for. So you still don’t have telemetry and
data at the racetrack. You’re the only link to the race car, so you still have to get that feel and get them to
give you what you’re looking for. A lot of it’s dependent on the tires these days. They’re building tires a
lot different than they used to, and it used to be that the lower the air pressure, the more grip you’d have.
But they’re trying to design tires now that have more air pressure and more grip, just to get rid of their
failures, but you take the data that they give you and figure all that out and sort through that and it’s less
and less that you have to be involved, especially with the COT car. They pretty much tell you how you
have to set it up and tell you how you have to put the body on, so there’s less and less for the driver to do.
I know that they can’t drive it, though, so somebody’s going to have to drive it, but it’s very different with
the COT car. It’s very technical with the front geometry and the wing. I don’t know how I’m going to
help with that.” (More NEXTEL Media Luncheon quotes on next page)
(More)
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More NEXTEL Media Luncheon quotes:
DENNY HAMLIN: (Where does this race fall in regards to races you want to win?): “For me,
I’d love to win Richmond. Obviously, that being my home track. This is number two on my list. Probably
Daytona is third. Because here the history is so amazing, with all of the people that have raced here. We
had this one circled on our list because we knew we’d be strong because of Pocono, on how similar the
two racetracks are. When we come here we have a lot more confidence than what we have of winning a
big race than what we do winning the Daytona 500.” (What does it say that the last two guys that have
won this race have gone on to win the championship?): “I see all the guys that have won the
championship and the Brickyard in the same year. I think it’s because every team just pulls out the best of
what they have here at this racetrack. They don’t reserve it for next weekend. Where a lot of racetracks
we go to, they don’t want to race their good car because they want to save it for two weeks down the road.
Everyone brings their best here. The guys that win here, obviously, have the best equipment and drivers,
it shows. It’s really the guys that are upfront every single week that do well here.” (Why do you think of
yourself as an underdog?): “I think a lot of it is that I am around big names. With Jimmie (Johnson), Jeff
(Gordon) and Tony (Stewart). They are going to be hard to beat, without a doubt. I think we (our team)
still need to prove ourselves. We feel that last year wasn’t a fluke. Maybe some people still feel that way.
I definitely still feel like I still have something to prove, which drives me to do better.”
JIMMIE JOHNSON: (The last two winners of this race six of the last nine years have gone onto
to win the championship. Is that luck or just a silly stat?): “I think it is relative to how difficult this track
is. The teams that have been performing well and figure out what it takes to win here and carries over. It’s
obvious that there is not another track that is shaped like this especially in the chase but I think the top
teams really shine here because it such a difficult track.” (How did the win last year affect your
momentum?): “I think it put a lot of confidence in the team. Coming to a track that has been one of our
toughest, if not the worst, and come through that and win did a lot for the team, just boosting out
confidence and our momentum.” (How special is it to come in as the defending champion?): “It is such a
neat situation. Showing up at the track as one as a series champion and of this event. I have pulled into
this facility the last five years nervous about what was going to happen, and to come back this time with a
smile on my face feeling like we have a chance to win.” (Is this a prestige track?): “Absolutely, winning
this race can make a driver’s career. We’ve seen it through NEXTEL Cup; we’ve seen it in IndyCar. If
you win at this facility, you’ve done something very few men have ever done.” (Does the winner here
become the favorite to win the championship?): “It depends if I win. I’ll have a different opinion. I don’t
know. It would be hard based on the statistics to not favor that person. Stats usually ring true. But there
are exceptions, and we have seen that. I think it is now harder with the Chase format, with the re-racking
of the seeding process and has the possibility to change the outcome.” (Why is this place so difficult?):
“There’s really one lane, and with the track being as flat as it is and being stuck in traffic, you really don’t
have an option and you don’t have a lane to go outside of someone or try to get around them, and you get
stuck. And you’ve got to be considerably faster to get through that aero push that the cars have to make
positions and to pass.” (Compare the prestige of the Daytona 500 and the Allstate 400 at the Brickyard.):
“They are comparable. They are not totally different. They both have a feeling that they each fulfill inside
of me. I can say that in my trophy case and they way they line up is I have the NEXTEL Cup trophy as
the centerpiece, and on either side of it I have the Daytona 500 trophy and the Brickyard trophy. They are
very, very similar. And I think for the history of our sport Daytona has a little more to it, but Indy is right
there, if not in part with it.”
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ESPN announcers Dr. Jerry Punch, Rusty Wallace and Andy Petree talked about ESPN’s return
to NEXTEL Cup Series broadcasts starting at this event. It will be the first NASCAR Cup event on ESPN
since 2000.
DR. JERRY PUNCH: “I know today is July 27, but for me it is Dec. 23. Tomorrow is Christmas
Eve, and Sunday is Christmas Day. I couldn’t have asked for a bigger gift than the opportunity we have to
come back into NASCAR NEXTEL Cup racing. We waited seven years, and I have a memory that I want
to go away. And it has taken seven years to go away, and that was the last day we were in Atlanta in
2000. I have never prayed for rain, but I prayed for it that day ‘cause I wanted it to last one more day.”
RUSTY WALLACE: “I am so excited to be here, it’s unreal. I’ve practiced for this moment.
You all know I called the IRL with Marty Green and Scott Goodyear. I had a lot of time and television
production. This is my third time back in Indy. In fact, I was with some of my friends, and they said,
‘How did you know how to get around this back corner?’ This is my third time here in a row. You come
through this gate and go through this door and do this and do that. So I have a lot of time invested in
Indianapolis here in the last year and a half.”
ANDY PETREE: “We were talking about that on our conference call, about the kissing of the
bricks, the ceremony down there. I watch it every year they do it, and I feel like I kind of got cheated a
little bit. I never got to. I am probably the only crew chief that won this race and never got to kiss those
bricks. The tradition started the third year, and we won it the second year (with Dale Earnhardt). Jeff
Gordon and Ray Evernham won it the fist year and then won it again and got to kiss the bricks. It is the
biggest accomplishment of a single race of my career, winning here. It was kind of a weird experience.
We got into victory lane, and I didn’t know anything about this victory lane. There were all of these
people packed in there. It was really an overwhelming feeling. All of the sudden, I just didn’t feel good. I
didn’t know what was wrong. I all of the sudden couldn’t figure our why. It was turning and nobody told
me. I didn’t know if I was getting vertigo. Once I figured out what was going on, I was OK. We would
like to treat it like another race and we have 20 so far in the Busch series. We’ve learned a lot. But this is
not another race. This is a big race. I am looking very much forward to it.”
***
Light rain began falling at the Speedway at 1:10 p.m., postponing the start of the practice session
scheduled for 1:30 p.m.
***
2005 Allstate 400 at the Brickyard winner Tony Stewart met with the media this afternoon.
Selected quotes:
TONY STEWART: (About the momentum after winning at Chicagoland, the last event): “You
have to have a string when you don’t have a win, and then you get your first win and it’s about a week
before you come here, and that’s the week to do that. That helps the vacation time. That’s just a bonus.
Coming here makes it all the better. I’m not feeling like I’m not going to have (a streak) here. I think with
the GM power, I’m always ready to have one.” (About the history of race winners here going on to win
the championship in the same season): “I don’t know. I think it’s probably a sign of the type of person
you have to have to win this race. If you get a good package here, it’s a good package for other racetracks
we have to run in that 10-week stretch that get you to the end, so if you run good here, you got a good
shot of doing well the rest of the time. But that’s really for (the media) to decide. We still race them one
race at a time, so anything can happen. It’s a pretty neat stat, though. If you’re a betting person, you
always bet on the odds. But there’s no guarantees, and I’d rather bet on a guarantee.” (More Stewart
quotes on next page)
(More)
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TONY STEWART (cont.): (About being a returning winner): “Definitely last year, the race
level wasn’t as intense. It wasn’t that we weren’t trying to win, it’s that now, you go out with no pressure
on you. Now you can just go out and focus on and have the knowledge of what got you there before. It’s
actually a lot less stressful. You know what it takes to win, and that’s half the battle.” (About his
teammate Denny Hamlin): “The thing about Denny and I are that we get along really good, and
occasionally we have to sit down and get things back to square, and we’ve never had any big problems
and we never will. He could run really well here. In my opinion, he could be one of the guys who could
win here. If it comes down to the two of us, we’ll both race hard at the end, and the thing is, we’ll race
each other the best, and that’s the main thing.” (About being in Indiana) “We’re staying here at the track.
My family has a suite over in Turn 2, and so my family’s here all three days and my close friends are
here, and that’s something that doesn’t ever get to happen that we get to all be together at the same place
at the same time. (This year) I don’t really have a lot of obligations. This week, I’ve had four appearances
in the last two days and so it’s been a busy week, but like I said, having the vacation week that I had
coming into it, with all the obligations that you have to do, it’s much like hitting a reset button, and I
don’t feel like I can’t get a break when I need one.” (About potential practice rainout): “It’s the same for
everybody and I think the biggest thing is the way we ran at Chicago, the package is pretty good. It’s not
the same setup, obviously, but the approach is the same, so I feel confident that the shorter amount of
practice time that we have, the better opportunity that we have to be of being competitive out of the gate.”
(About how he is enjoying his career): “Everyday I wake up, I’m pretty happy, so everyday is just a new
day. It’s not about, really, stretches, you just go out and do what you do and we’re having fun as a race
team, being able to do what we do. I’m having fun as a driver, being able to go out this time of year and
do a lot of midget shows, and that’s something I like to do and the vacation fits into it, so it’s a good time
to just start having fun.”
***
Robert Yates Racing (RYR) and Newman/Haas/Lanigan Racing (NHLR) have entered into a
letter of intent for a partnership in NASCAR’s NEXTEL Cup and Busch Series. The team will be named
Yates/Newman/Haas/Lanigan Racing, effective immediately.
The announcement was made during a press conference today at IMS.
Since Robert Yates Racing was formed in 1988, the now two-car team has posted 57 victories
and 48 poles in addition to winning the 1999 NASCAR championship with Dale Jarrett. Current
NEXTEL Cup drivers Ricky Rudd and David Gilliland pilot the No. 88 and No. 38 Ford Fusion’s,
respectively. The agreement also includes RYR’s Busch program with Stephen Leicht, driver of the No.
90 Ford Fusion.
Drivers such as Davey Allison, Ernie Irvan, Dale Jarrett, Ricky Rudd, Kenny Irwin, Elliott Sadler
and David Gilliland have driven for RYR. Jarrett won the Allstate 400 at the Brickyard in 1996 and 1999
in RYR cars.
RYR and NHR/NHLR have had close ties with Ford Motor Company for many years. RYR has
been powered by Ford all 20 seasons. Of NHR/NHLR’s 101 wins and 103 poles, 55 of each have been
earned with Ford power.
ROBERT YATES: “This is a wonderful partnership. This gives us a clear vision how to get to
the top. It is our goal to continue to build so this team will be better positioned to contend for the
championship.”
(More quotes from Yates/Newman/Haas/Lanigan announcement on next page)
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CARL HAAS: “I am very proud of our accomplishments in the Champ Car World Series and
hope we can have the same success in NASCAR. We have been looking to add other forms of racing to
our Champ Car program and when the opportunity came along to work with Robert Yates Racing, a team
that shares the same drive for success that we do, it was too good of an opportunity to pass up. I think that
the NASCAR and Champ Car programs can learn something from each other and only enhance the
championship level that Robert Yates Racing and Newman/Haas/Lanigan Racing have competed at in
previous years.”
PAUL NEWMAN: “We have always been an engineering-driven team. We think we have
something special to add to the benefit of both. This in no way lessens our commitment to open wheel
racing – we want to broaden our horizons.”
MICHAEL LANIGAN: “The opportunity of joining Robert and Doug Yates is an opportunity
of a lifetime. The Yates family has been competing against the best and winning for many years. We
look forward to a long and productive association.”
DAN DAVIS (Director, Ford Racing Technology): “NASCAR NEXTEL Cup racing is rapidly
moving, technology-wise, to engineering areas that Newman/Haas/Lanigan has years of experience with
already. And Robert Yates Racing brings years of engine development and racecraft in the sport that is
invaluable to this operation. Put that expertise together, along with joint ownership that is clearly
committed to winning, and we have a Ford program that will be a contender for years to come.”
***
Yates/Newman/Haas/Lanigan drivers Ricky Rudd and David Gilliland offered their comments
about the partnership announced today between Robert Yates Racing and Newman/Haas/Lanigan Racing.
RICKY RUDD: “Racing today is engineer-based, engineering-driven. Actually, Carl and I talked
10 or 12 years ago about forming a partnership. I wanted to tap his resources then. For whatever reason, it
just didn’t work out. I went up to Chicago and met with him. I was no part of this. I found out today that
this was happening, and I commend Robert. It was a smart move. He could have ridden it into the ground,
walked off into the sunset, shut his operation down and built motors. His motors are second to none. By
doing this, he is making a statement: ‘I don’t want to get out of the sport; I know I’m weak, and I need
shored up.’ What better way is there to get an influx of technology then this deal? It’s a separate deal.
They’ve got a tremendous aero-engineer, a guy named Bernie Marcus. He’s just brilliant. I worked with
him some when I was with the Wood Brothers. There are some bright, talented people over there. Again, I
think it’s up to each individual team to get their engineering departments in-house instead of relying on
the manufacturers.”
DAVID GILLILAND: “I’m real excited about it. I think that engineering background that
Newman/Haas/Lanigan brings to the table is exactly what Robert Yates Racing needs. I think it’s just
going to make us stronger. Right now we need to be a little stronger.” (How exciting is it for you to have
a deal going for next year?): “It’s very exciting; it’s been weighing on my mind a lot. To have it behind
us, we can now move forward. Just like Robert (Yates) said now with this deal with him as a car owner.
He’s putting it behind him, to where he can keep moving forward again.” (Is that a big confidence
booster, knowing that the team wants to basically continue on and wants you back?) “Absolutely,
everyone has been great. Our performance has been getting better. It takes time to build those
relationships and get that chemistry, to get all the right people in all the right places. Robert Yates Racing
went through a big change-up last year with both drivers leaving and everybody else. There were some
people that didn’t want to be there that were there before Dale Jarrett and Elliott Sadler. So now it’s just
been a trying process of getting people in for the right reasons and getting all the right people in the right
place.”
(More)
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Indianapolis Motor Speedway President and Chief Operating Officer Joie Chitwood presented
2006 Allstate 400 at the Brickyard winner Jimmie Johnson with his champion’s ring and an original brick
from the IMS oval during a ceremony today.
***
Carl Edwards and Martin Truex Jr. met with the media during the rain delay today.
CARL EDWARDS: “Just like always, I’m very excited to be here. This is an awesome racetrack
with all of the history, and to be able to run over at Raceway Park in a Busch car, that’s going to be a
blast. I’m just very excited to be here. On Sunday, I dislocated a thumb running a dirt car, so it has been a
long week to make sure that was all going to be good. But it looks like everything is going to be fine.
They built me a nice little brace, and I sat in the car, so I don’t think there is going to be any problem
there. I’m definitely excited about the race. We got a new body on the car, some new stuff we haven’t run
before. I’m pretty excited. Hopefully it works. I think its going to be pretty good. To stand out there
during driver introductions at this place, and to ride around the racetrack and know you get to race at
Indianapolis Motor Speedway is unbelievable. I worked for Kenny Schrader for a summer, and they came
to a test here. It was when he was driving the No. 25 car for Rick Hendrick. I stayed at the Brickyard
Crossing Hotel, and I came over here and just hung out. They had everything in the garage. I’m polishing
the wheels on the semi, and they let me put fuel in the car when they came in after runs. And like, Jeff
Gordon is driving by and Terry Labonte and Ken Schrader, and I’m thinking this is just awesome to be
here. That was really cool. One of the track workers let me walk out on the front straightaway. He was a
really cool guy. I just couldn’t believe I was standing on the front straightaway at Indy. So, eight or nine
years later, I get to drive a NEXTEL Cup car around here. It’s really cool. It’s neat, to say the least.”
MARTIN TRUEX JR.: (About merger between DEI and Ginn Racing): “Well, it’s really
important, the exchange of information, and the more people that you can bring together and help
information flow throughout the team. I think it helps everyone. It’s no secret the teams with more cars
and more drivers seem to be more successful. We’ve had three, and I think having a fourth is going to be
even better. Especially with having a guy like Mark, who has so much talent. He’s been there, done
everything. He’s one of those guys that have been around for a long time but continues to run at the front
of the pack no matter where we are at or what it is in. He’s going to be a great teammate, and I am
looking forward to it.” (Paul Menard said earlier today that merger this week with you guys and Ginn was
a huge statement with DEI’s commitment to excellence. How big of a statement was that and are you and
Dale Earnhardt Jr. very close? Or is it bittersweet that he will not be a part of this team next year?): “Yes,
it stinks that he is leaving, with him being a great friend and a great teammate for me. Not just from this
year but, the past couple of years. From when I drove his Busch car, I learned a lot from him, just by
being with the same team. We are going to miss him, for sure. But we have some great stuff going on. I’m
very excited with Mark and his whole team and still looking for that fourth driver for next year. Very
excited to see what we can learn here in the short term from the #01 team and what they are doing. To see
how much better it can make all of our teams. I think it will end up making all of us better.” (About
drivers who ran well at Pocono also finishing well at Indy): “We ran very well at Pocono last year and
didn’t run well here. So I’m not sure how much of that you can translate. But it is sort of similar. But Indy
is like no other. There is no other place like this. This racetrack is very unique. But our cars have run well
anywhere we have taken them. Whether it has been the COT or the Car of Yesterday, as I guess you
would call it. My guys are doing a great job. No matter how good or bad we ran, we just seem to have that
extra bit of an edge.”
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The No. 24 Chevrolet driven this weekend by four-time Allstate 400 at the Brickyard winner Jeff
Gordon will sport a special paint scheme featuring “Have No Fear,” the canine hero from the Walt Disney
Pictures’ upcoming comedy “Underdog,” on the hood along with logos for The Jeff Gordon Foundation.
Gordon unveiled the car Thursday during the sixth annual Jeff Gordon Foundation Bowling
Tournament at Western Bowl in Indianapolis.
Die-cast collectibles and officially licensed merchandise of the Underdog car are for sale at
trackside merchandise trailers and online at www.goracing.com or www.jeffgordonfoundation.org.
Proceeds benefit children with chronic and life-threatening diseases.
JEFF GORDON: “Underdog was one of my favorite cartoons growing up, and The Jeff Gordon
Foundation is excited to partner with Disney on this program. The fantasy paint schemes we’ve done are
very popular, and they seem to get cooler every year.”
***
NEXTEL Cup Series points leader and four-time Allstate 400 at the Brickyard winner Jeff
Gordon met with the media during the rain delay today.
JEFF GORDON: “It’s an exciting weekend. It’s one of those weekends that everybody gets
fired up about, especially coming off of an off weekend. I think we are rested and relaxed and ready to get
back after it and start this long stretch of races that’s going to decide the championship. I always love
racing here at Indianapolis. It’s just a cool place with so much history, and we had success here. I look
forward to being here this weekend. We had a strong car last year, and we had some issues last year. I
think we made up three laps and had a good car. Certainly has me excited about this year.” (About the
correlation between his victories and season success here and his losses and lack of season success here):
“I think it is the evolution of setups, cars changing, technology changing, other teams becoming more
competitive. So I think what happens is we build our team up like the team we have this year, and this is a
track that really takes a great package. You have to have the total team package here from power to goodhandling car, and obviously the driver has to do his part and the pit crew, as well. You got to have the
whole package. I think the best teams that win here in those years you know we’ve won here are times we
are really on top of our game. That’s sort of the coincidence of the last couple of years. Jimmie winning
and winning the championship, and Tony winning and winning the championship.” (Do you think that
Tony Stewart is about to start one of his mid-summer streaks?): “Anything is possible. Both the 20
(Stewart) and the 11 (Hamlin) are strong teams and are always a threat every weekend. While you guys
writing the Hendrick domination, those guys were dominating the laps led and to me were the best cars to
beat; they just weren’t getting the wins. They are definitely a real threat for this thing this year. I never
count them out. When you see them get wins under their belt, it only gives them more confidence. It is
important to step up, as well. We are dealing without our crew chief. We’ve got to fight through these six
races. We’ve got through three of them pretty well. We’ve got to step up and get to victory lane. No
matter what those guys do, I still think we are capable of being the team to beat week end and week out.
Whatever types of pressure Tony puts on himself is Tony, and how I deal with it is me. I think that we are
both very intense drivers, but we definitely have different personalities. I think that comes out when you
come to a race weekend like this where the pressure is high, especially if you are a guy like Tony from
Indiana. I am kind of an adopted Hoosier, I was only here 4-5 years, and it’s a big, big race and you want
to win it, especially with Tony’s history here of not winning the Indy 500 and switching to NASCAR. So
I guess he just carries it a different way. It definitely did help me by winning early.” (More Jeff Gordon
quotes on next page)
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JEFF GORDON (cont.): (In terms of prestige is Daytona or the Brickyard bigger, or are they
similar?): “I think that it is a personal preference. Daytona 500 is our biggest event, there’s no doubt
about that. On a personal note, I like Indy. I like the Brickyard. My biggest win, and I don’t think that I
will ever top it, is the inaugural Brickyard 400. It’s always going to be the biggest win to me personally,
and I don’t know how other people rank it, but it is the one that stands out in my mind. I want to win the
Daytona 500. But there is a little something in the back of your mind that says I really want this one. The
other thing is that’s (Daytona) is a restrictor plate. Because it is a restrictor plate at Daytona, it takes a
little bit away from your chances. It makes it sort of, not anybody can win it, but a lot more guys can win
it. Here, the driver plays a really big role, and the team and setup plays a big role. And so, that is why I
think that there is a little more consistency with who wins this race, and in my mind, as a driver, makes it
a little more prestigious.” (Have you seen a difference in Jimmie Johnson now that he has won here?):
“They had some struggles here for a while where they had some bad luck where they had some things
happen. I’m sure that getting that win under his belt will give him confidence this weekend. When you
win at a track that maybe you have struggled at for a while then it gives you this feeling of, “We can do
it.” There’s not like a jinx on us or a curse on us at this track. Then you really go into it as you would any
other weekend and just concentrate on doing your thing.” (In the last year, your life has changed
personally with marriage and a child. How much do you think this has helped you?): “I think what helps
you through life and with work is being balanced out. I have a great relationship with Ingrid, and that
certainly helps balance out my life. I am happy because of that. Work is going well, so I am happy
because of that, as well. I had issues in the past with my family, but now my dad is working with me and
my mom is a grandma. Everything is just really come together. All my experiences, good and bad, have
just helped me be a better person and know a little more about what I want out of life. I think that these
days that I appreciate it more and enjoy coming to the racetrack more than I ever have. I think that having
a baby and being married again is only making it that much better.”
***
All tickets for today’s activity will be honored Saturday at IMS.
***
SATURDAY’S SCHEDULE:
7 a.m.
Public gates open
8:30-11 a.m.
NASCAR NEXTEL Cup Series practice
2:30 p.m.
Gretchen Wilson Miller Lite Rock N Racing concert, Miller Lite Stage,
(tentative)
IMS infield
4:05 p.m.
NASCAR NEXTEL Cup Series qualifying (two laps, all positions)
END DAY 1 (FRIDAY) NOTES
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The start of the practice session this morning, scheduled for 8:30 a.m., was delayed due to light
rain, fog and wet track conditions.
***
Dale Earnhardt Jr. and Denny Hamlin took the extra time afforded by the rain delay this morning
to take a nap in Gasoline Alley. Earnhardt caught some “Z’s” on the floor in his garage next to his No. 8
Budweiser Chevrolet, while Hamlin got some rest in his No. 11 FedEx Kinko’s Chevrolet.
***
Ron Hornaday won the rain-delayed Power Stroke Diesel 200 NASCAR Craftsman Truck Series
race Friday night at O’Reilly Raceway Park at Indianapolis.
Ken Schrader, who finished fifth, was the only 2007 Allstate 400 at the Brickyard entrant who
competed Friday at ORP.
***
Free massages, courtesy of Allstate, are available for the media today in the front of the fourth
floor of the Media Center.
***
IndyCar Series standout Vitor Meira visited the track today.
VITOR MEIRA: (Who are you rooting for?): "In racing, you have so many friends. There are a
lot of guys that I would like to win this thing. That includes anyone from the Menards and Johns Manville
family. There are a lot of guys that I'd like to see do well here. I like Tony Stewart. I like Dale (Earnhardt
Jr.)." (Is this your first visit to the Allstate 400 at the Brickyard?): "I was here last year. I hope they're able
to get to the track soon because it has been a long wait for everybody. Track time is very important, as
you know." (What advice would you give the NASCAR drivers as they wait?): "The format for qualifying
here is different than IndyCar. If it was IndyCar, then I wouldn't worry about qualifying and just get ready
for the race because the track is going to change a lot. There are some guys who need to qualify, so it's
bittersweet. Indianapolis is Indianapolis, and you never know what is going to happen. What you do know
is that you need a good car for the race."
***
TODAY’S REVISED SCHEDULE (all times local):
7 a.m.
Public gates open
11:15 a.m.-2:30 p.m. NASCAR NEXTEL Cup Series practice
2:30 p.m.
Gretchen Wilson Miller Lite Rock N Racing concert, Miller Lite Stage,
IMS infield
5:30 p.m.
NASCAR NEXTEL Cup Series qualifying (two laps, all positions)
***
NASCAR NEXTEL CUP PRACTICE:
At 11:15 a.m., the beginning of NASCAR NEXTEL Cup practice, the ambient temperature was
73 degrees with a relative humidity of 83 percent and north winds at 7 mph. Skies were cloudy. The track
temperature was 86 degrees, according to Goodyear engineers.
11:15 a.m. – GREEN. #48 Johnson first on track, followed by #24 J. Gordon.
11:22 a.m. -- #8 Earnhardt returns to garage due to problems with front valance.
11:23 a.m. – RED. #38 Gilliland does half-spin in Turn 1 into short chute, no contact, continues.
11:27 a.m. – GREEN.
11:30 a.m. -- #33 Wimmer fastest at 182.589. Forty-five of the 49 cars entered for this event have
turned at least one lap.
(More)
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NASCAR NEXTEL CUP PRACTICE (cont.):
11:45 a.m. – #8 Earnhardt back on track, ninth fastest at 178.816.
12:05 p.m. – RED. #18 Yeley did a half-spin backward in Turn 4 and hit the SAFER Barrier with
the left side of the car. The car then reverted to forward and scraped the SAFER Barrier exiting Turn 4.
Car continued to pits, trailing heavy smoke. Moderate damage to left side of car. Yeley climbed from car
in Gasoline Alley without assistance.
J.J. YELEY: “The car got going the wrong direction. We went out made three or four runs, and
the car was really good. We were going to make an eight-lap run to see how our tire wear was, and for
whatever reason, it got loose on the exit of Turn 4. It really caught me by surprise. We did a couple of
things, and the car was actually a little bit snug at that point. I was already on the throttle at that point, and
winding the wheel to get to the exit, the car got sideways. I thought I had it saved for a minute, I just
couldn't keep the car caught up. It spun around, and the left side hit the wall real, real hard. It is a shame.
It is a brand-new car, and it was driving really, really good. We hadn't done any kind of qualifying yet.
We will have to go to a backup car and go from there.” (About his health): "I am fine; I hit my elbow.
Any time you hit the wall at 180 miles an hour, something is going to hurt."
12:12 p.m. – GREEN.
12:35 p.m. – #33 Wimmer fastest at 183.009. #10 Riggs second fastest at 182.342. #4 W. Burton
third fastest at 180.959. All three drivers are outside the top 35 in owner points and must qualify based on
speed later this afternoon.
12:50 p.m. – RED. Drivers reporting light rain in Turn 3.
12:55 p.m. – GREEN.
1:28 p.m. -- #22 Blaney third fastest at 182.068. Blaney also is outside the top 35 in owner points
and must qualify based on speed.
1:30 p.m. – RED. Debris on backstretch.
1:34 p.m. – GREEN.
1:48 p.m. – RED. #7 R. Gordon makes contact with outside retaining wall with right side of car,
continues. Moderate damage to right side of car. Gordon continues to Gasoline Alley.
ROBBY GORDON: “The whole day has been a lot of unexpected excitement. We came here
last year and we had a shot at sitting on the pole, and we were the quickest car in the first practice and
third-quickest going into qualifying. We came back this year, and I just can’t get into the corner. I don’t
know what it is. As soon as I get into the corner, I get off line and … I had a problem in Turn 1 and Turn
3, but my bigger problem is when I don’t use the brake. When I can’t get the nose down and I get off line,
then I get in the marbles and get loose. That’s kind of what happened; I couldn’t gather it back up when I
got in the marbles.” (Are the tires a cause?): “That’s the one thing different from last year, is the tires, but
obviously we’re going to do the best we can. We’ll get out backup car out here and get working on it.
We’ll stick it in the show and see how good we can get up there. Hopefully we’ll be able to repeat what
we did last time out.”
1:56 p.m. – GREEN.
1:57 p.m. – #41 Sorenson fastest at 184.098. #42 Montoya second at 183.681.
1:59 p.m. – #8 Earnhardt second at 183.809.
2:10 p.m. – #5 Ky. Busch third fastest at 183.715.
2:25 p.m. – #40 Stremme second fastest at 183.940.
2:30 p.m. – CHECKERED. End of practice. #41 Sorenson fastest at 184.098, followed by
teammate #40 Stremme at 183.940. #5 Ky. Busch third at 183.831.
(More)
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Top Five Drivers, Practice:
1.
#41 Reed Sorenson
2.
#40 David Stremme
3.
#5 Kyle Busch
4.
#8 Dale Earnhardt Jr.
5.
#19 Elliott Sadler

184.098 mph
183.940
183.831
183.809
183.767

***
Thirty-five of the 49 cars entered in the Allstate 400 at the Brickyard are locked into the starting
field by car owner points. Thirteen cars must qualify on time/speed for seven additional starting spots.
Terry Labonte may use a past champion’s provisional to start 43rd and last.
The 13 cars and drivers who must qualify on time and speed, and their practice speeds and
position:
#10 Scott Riggs, eighth, 183.109
#33 Scott Wimmer, 10th, 183.009
#22 Dave Blaney, 11th, 182.600
#36 Jeremy Mayfield, 20th, 181.792
#83 Brian Vickers, 21st, 181.572
#44 Dale Jarrett, 22nd, 181.496
#00 David Reutimann, 24th, 181.349
#4 Ward Burton, 29th, 181.247
#37 Kevin Lepage, 33rd, 180.756
#49 Ken Schrader, 34th, 180.727
#84 A.J. Allmendinger, 38th, 180.386
#08 Joe Nemechek, 42nd, 179.673
#78 Kenny Wallace, 44th, 178.983
***
Seven drivers are scheduled to do “double duty” this weekend in the Allstate 400 at the Brickyard
on Sunday at IMS and the Kroger 200 NASCAR Busch Series event tonight at O’Reilly Raceway Park in
Indianapolis. Since qualifying for the Kroger 200 is scheduled for 4:30 p.m. today, substitute drivers will
qualify the Busch cars of the seven NEXTEL Cup competitors doing “double duty.”
The Kroger 200 is scheduled to start at approximately 8 p.m.
The Cup drivers doing “double duty” and their qualifying fill-in drivers:
Cup driver
Busch qualifying replacement
Greg Biffle
Todd Kluever
Dave Blaney
Mike Bliss
Carl Edwards
Travis Kvapil
David Ragan
Erik Darnell
David Reutimann
Mark Green
Scott Wimmer
Brandon Miller
J.J. Yeley
Kertus Davis
***
Longtime motorsports journalist Lewis Franck received the Driver of the Year Lifetime
Achievement Award from Driver of the Year Foundation President Barry Schmoyer during a ceremony
this afternoon in the Media Center.
(More)
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Richard Childress Racing’s NEXTEL Cup Series teams will honor Skip Prosser, the Wake Forest
University men’s basketball coach who died unexpectedly Thursday, with Wake Forest decals in the
Allstate 400 at the Brickyard.
RCR’s three Chevrolets driven by Kevin Harvick (No. 29 Reese’s), Jeff Burton (No. 31 AT&T)
and Clint Bowyer (No. 07 Jack Daniel’s) will carry a Wake Forest decal on the B-post of each machine.
Scott Wimmer also attempt to qualify the No. 33 Holiday Inn Chevrolet for this weekend’s NEXTEL Cup
race. If the Wimmer makes the race, the No. 33 machine also will display the decal.
Wake Forest University is located in Winston-Salem, N.C., just 14 miles north of RCR’s campus
in Welcome, N.C.
RICHARD CHILDRESS (President and CEO, Richard Childress Racing): “I grew up in
Winston-Salem and have spent my entire life living and working in the area. We just want everyone in the
Wake Forest Community to know that we’re thinking about them during this difficult time.”
***
TRACK MILESTONES:
•Qualifying record: 186.293 mph, Casey Mears, 2004
•Fastest lap, today’s practice: 184.098, #41 Reed Sorenson
***
At 5:30 p.m., the beginning of NASCAR NEXTEL Cup qualifying, the ambient temperature was
82 degrees with a relative humidity of 62 percent and north-northeast winds at 9 mph. Skies were partly
sunny. The track temperature was 105 degrees.
***
POLE QUALIFYING CHRONOLOGY:
(Best of two laps)
Time
Of Day
Car Driver
Time
Speed
Rank
5:30 p.m.
8
Dale Earnhardt Jr.
49.068
183.419
1
5:33 p.m.
41
Reed Sorenson
48.858
184.207
1
#41 Sorenson took pole from #8 Earnhardt.
5:35 p.m.
5
Kyle Busch
49.396
182.201
3
5:36 p.m.
99
Carl Edwards
49.829
180.618
4
5:39 p.m.
66
Jeff Green
49.676
181.174
4
5:41 p.m.
37
Kevin Lepage
50.340
178.784
6
5:43 p.m.
24
Jeff Gordon
49.526
181.723
4
5:45 p.m.
6
David Ragan
49.757
180.879
6
5:47 p.m.
83
Brian Vickers
49.689
181.127
6
5:49 p.m.
26
Jamie McMurray
49.287
182.604
3
5:51 p.m.
48
Jimmie Johnson
49.498
181.826
5
5:53 p.m.
00
David Reutimann
49.827
180.625
10
5:54 p.m.
9
Kasey Kahne
49.080
183.374
3
5:57 p.m.
33
Scott Wimmer
49.558
181.605
8
5:58 p.m.
12
Ryan Newman
49.053
183.475
2
6 p.m.
11
Denny Hamlin
49.233
182.804
5
6:03 p.m.
70
Johnny Sauter
50.080
179.712
16
6:05 p.m.
2
Kurt Busch
49.159
183.079
5
6:06 p.m.
08
Joe Nemechek
50.184
179.340
18
(More)
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POLE QUALIFYING CHRONOLOGY (cont.):
(Best of two laps)
6:09 p.m.
44
Dale Jarrett
50.366
178.692
20
6:11 p.m.
45
Kyle Petty
50.227
179.186
19
6:13 p.m.
42
Juan Pablo Montoya
49.048
183.494
2
6:16 p.m.
7
Robby Gordon
50.879
176.890
23
6:18 p.m.
4
Ward Burton
50.096
179.655
19
6:19 p.m.
88
Ricky Rudd
49.998
180.007
18
6:21 p.m.
20
Tony Stewart
49.275
182.648
8
6:23 p.m.
55
Terry Labonte
50.189
179.322
23
6:25 p.m.
18
J.J. Yeley
49.559
181.602
14
6:27 p.m.
07
Clint Bowyer
49.692
181.116
17
6:29 p.m.
21
Bill Elliott
49.783
180.785
19
6:31 p.m.
78
Kenny Wallace
50.814
177.117
30
6:33 p.m.
10
Scott Riggs
49.333
182.434
10
6:35 p.m.
84
A.J. Allmendinger
50.300
178.926
29
#84 Allmendinger made contact with outside concrete wall in Turn 4 on his qualifying lap,
continued. Moderate damage to right side of car.
6:40 p.m.
22
Dave Blaney
49.708
181.057
19
6:42 p.m.
40
David Stremme
49.259
182.708
8
6:44 p.m.
31
Jeff Burton
49.167
183.050
7
6:46 p.m.
16
Greg Biffle
49.174
183.024
8
6:48 p.m.
19
Elliott Sadler
49.342
182.400
14
6:50 p.m.
43
Bobby Labonte
49.753
180.894
24
6:52 p.m.
29
Kevin Harvick
49.519
181.748
17
6:54 p.m.
17
Matt Kenseth
49.764
180.854
27
6:56 p.m.
15
Paul Menard
49.711
181.046
25
6:58 p.m.
01
Mark Martin
49.273
182.656
11
7 p.m.
49
Ken Schrader
49.862
180.498
33
7:02 p.m.
25
Casey Mears
49.177
183.012
9
7:04 p.m.
96
Tony Raines
49.246
182.756
11
7:06 p.m.
36
Jeremy Mayfield
50.411
178.532
45
7:08 p.m.
1
Martin Truex Jr.
49.797
180.734
33
7:10 p.m.
38
David Gilliland
50.033
179.881
38
All 49 drivers who made a qualifying attempt turned just one qualifying lap.
***
POST-QUALIFYING NOTES:
•Reed Sorenson is the 11th different pole winner in 14 Allstate 400s at the Brickyard and the 10th
consecutive different pole winner. Last year, in his only other previous start, he started 41st and finished
30th.
•Juan Pablo Montoya’s debut in the Allstate 400 at the Brickyard matches his starting position for
his only appearance in the Indianapolis 500. He started second to Greg Ray before winning the 2000
Indianapolis 500. In his United States Grand Prix Formula One debut at the Speedway in 2001, Montoya
started third behind Michael Schumacher and Ralf Schumacher.
(More)
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POST-QUALIFYING NOTES (cont.):
•Reed Sorenson, 21, became the youngest pole winner of a major event in Indianapolis Motor
Speedway history. Rex Mays was 22 when he won the pole for the 1935 Indianapolis 500, and Lewis
Hamilton was 22 when he won the pole for the 2007 United States Grand Prix.
•After qualifying today, the list of drivers who have competed in all 14 Allstate 400s at the
Brickyard has been trimmed to five – Jeff Burton, Bill Elliott, Jeff Gordon, Bobby Labonte and Mark
Martin. Sterling Marlin (not entered, finished second in 2001), Dale Jarrett (winner in 1996 and 1999) and
Joe Nemechek (front-row starter in 1997) dropped off.
•First-time starters in the Allstate 400 at the Brickyard are Juan Pablo Montoya, Paul Menard,
David Ragan, David Reutimann, David Gilliland and Johnny Sauter.
•This marks the second straight year a first-time starter has been on the front row with Juan Pablo
Montoya matching Clint Bowyer’s 2006 qualifying performance.
•The field separation is the second closest in Allstate 400 at the Brickyard history, excluding
provisional starters -- .783 of a second between Reed Sorenson and Ward Burton. The closest was .746 of
a second in 2000 between Brett Bodine and Hut Stricklin.
•Ryan Newman’s third-place start is his seventh straight in the top eight in all seven of his
appearances in the Allstate 400 at the Brickyard. He moves to a tie with Bill Elliott and Dale Jarrett with
his fourth consecutive top-five start, one behind leader Jeff Gordon in that category.
•This marks the second straight year – and the only two years that it’s happened – that teammates
have started on the front row for the Allstate 400 at the Brickyard. The cars of Reed Sorenson and Juan
Pablo Montoya are fielded by Chip Ganassi Racing with Felix Sabates. Last year, Jeff Burton and Clint
Bowyer started from the front row for Richard Childress Racing.
•Kasey Kahne’s start of fifth is his third top-five start in four starts here.
•Dale Earnhardt Jr.’s start of fourth is his fourth in the top six in eight starts here.
•Kurt Busch’s start of sixth is his third in the top six in seven starts here.
•Jeff Burton’s start of seventh is his second straight in the top seven, going with his 2006 pole,
after starting no better than 16th in the 12 previous Allstate 400s at the Brickyard.
***
SUNDAY’S SCHEDULE:
10:30-11:30 a.m.
Jeff Taylor Concert, choosechevy.com Stage, behind Hall of Fame
Museum
Noon-1 p.m.
Jo Dee Messina Concert, choosechevy.com Stage, behind Hall of Fame
Museum
1:30 p.m.
NASCAR NEXTEL Cup Driver Introductions
1:58 p.m.
“America the Beautiful” performed by the Indiana State University
Marching Band
2:01 p.m.
Invocation, Rev. Howard Brammer
2:01 p.m.
National anthem performed on trumpet by Sgt. Byron Bartosh, Indiana
National Guard
2:03 p.m.
Flyover by B-1 Lancers from the 37th Bomb Squadron, Ellsworth AFB,
South Dakota
2:08 p.m.
Command to Start Engines, Mari Hulman George, Chairman of the Board,
Indianapolis Motor Speedway
2:20 p.m.
Actor James Denton waves green flag for the start of 14th Allstate 400 at
the Brickyard, 160 laps, 400 miles
END DAY 2 (SATURDAY) NOTES
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TODAY’S SCHEDULE (all times local):
7 a.m.
Public Gates Open
10:30-11:30 a.m.
Jeff Taylor Concert, choosechevy.com Stage, behind Hall of Fame
Museum
Noon-1 p.m.
Jo Dee Messina Concert, choosechevy.com Stage, behind Hall of Fame
Museum
1:30 p.m.
NASCAR NEXTEL Cup Driver Introductions
1:58 p.m.
“America the Beautiful” performed by the Indiana State University
Marching Band
2:01 p.m.
Invocation, Rev. Howard Brammer
2:01 p.m.
National anthem performed on trumpet by Sgt. Byron Bartosh, Indiana
National Guard
2:03 p.m.
Flyover by B-1 Lancers from the 37th Bomb Squadron, Ellsworth AFB,
South Dakota
2:08 p.m.
Command to Start Engines, Mari Hulman George, Chairman of the Board,
Indianapolis Motor Speedway
2:20 p.m.
Actor James Denton waves green flag for the start of 14th Allstate 400 at
the Brickyard, 160 laps, 400 miles
***
Jason Leffler won the Kroger 200 benefiting Riley Hospital for Children NASCAR Busch Series
race Saturday night at O’Reilly Raceway Park at Indianapolis. It was the first NASCAR Busch Series
victory for Toyota.
2007 Allstate 400 at the Brickyard starters Greg Biffle, David Reutimann and Carl Edwards
finished second, third and fourth, respectively.
***
Kyle Petty will make his 800th career NASCAR NEXTEL Cup Series start today.
***
Goodyear Tire notes for this event:
•Tire Codes: Left-side – D-4100; Right-side -- D-4102
•Tire Circumference: Left-side – 87.4 in.; Right-side – 88.6 in.
•Minimum Recommended Inflation: Left Front – 17 psi; Left Rear – 17 psi;
Right Front – 37 psi; Right Rear – 33 psi
•This is the first time Goodyear has brought this combination of left- and right-side tires to the
track. Indianapolis is the only track at which teams will run this combination this season.
***
Reed Sorenson, 21, became the youngest pole winner of a major event in Indianapolis Motor
Speedway history Saturday.
Rex Mays was 22 years, two months, when he won the pole for the 1935 Indianapolis 500. Lewis
Hamilton was 22 years, five months, when he won the pole for the 2007 United States Grand Prix.
Kyle Busch is the youngest pole winner ever for a NASCAR NEXTEL Cup Series event. He was
19 when he won the pole Feb. 27, 2005 in Fontana, Calif.

(More)
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Actor James Denton, star of the hit ABC series “Desperate Housewives,” is the grand marshal of
this event. He will wave the green flag to start the race. Denton met with the media this morning in the
Economaki Press Conference Room.
JAMES DENTON: (Are you nervous about your duties today?): “You know, I wouldn’t say
nervous. It’s interesting; it’s a whole different kind of adrenaline. It’s something I’ve never done. It seems
silly; it’s certainly a big responsibility. I have been talking to NASCAR officials about the fact that
restarts are different, but the green flag is kind of important. I think they’ve taught me well. So I am going
to try not to screw it up. I have never done anything … you know, I am a theater guy. I’ve always
performed in front of live audiences, but we never had a house that held 300,000. It’s a very unique
opportunity to screw up. And I’ll do all that I can not to.” (Have you ever been around a track before): “I
haven’t. I’ve seen a lot of races on TV. I’ve never been to a race before. Most of my family are fans of
NASCAR. I grew up in Nashville. In fact, my brother-in-law came with me, and I gave him for his
birthday, he’s going to do 25 laps at one of the Jeff Gordon schools. That’s pretty exciting for him. But I
just haven’t had time. But I’d love to. It would be pretty exciting.” (Impression of NASCAR): “The first
thing is hot. NASCAR is so hot right now, so popular. So much money, huge dollars involved. I kind of
resisted, I’ll be honest, I am a big baseball fan, big Colts fan, because I went to Tennessee long before
Peyton, but I’m a Peyton Manning guy. So, I follow enough sports as it is. I own a minor-league baseball
team with a bunch of other guys. I don’t have that kind of money. I own a note on a baseball team. It’s
like owning a house—no, you own a mortgage—you don’t own a house, unless you’re lucky. I am so tied
up in other sports that I kind of resisted NASCAR. When I was a kid, I followed Richard Petty and had a
bunch of Richard Petty cars when I was in high school. But after that, I just got tied up in baseball and
fantasy baseball. I resisted the NASCAR craze for a long time, like a lot of the sports talk guys. I know
Jim Rome personally, and he’s one of the guys that beat up on NASCAR and it not being that interesting.
He got to know a bunch of the drivers and got caught up in it. It’s pretty common, I think, for people to
not understand it, like I didn’t. And it just kind of sucks you in. I know that after being at my first race
live today, I’ve been told that there’s no turning back. It is interesting to me. I’m anxious to be here. It’s
fascinating to me how it is sweeping the nation; the number of people involved, the spectacle. It’s like the
Super Bowl every weekend. The timing is perfect for me. I have just started following these guys in the
last year and the Chase and all of that stuff and trying to learn it. It’s really nice of Allstate to bring me
out.” (What is it like for IMS to be your first track to attend a race?): “That’s another great thing. It’s a
really storied, great historic venue in the world of sports, not just car racing. So it’s really exciting that
this is the first track I got to come to. Just driving in and seeing all of the haulers and the number of
people and the number of seats alone. Then knowing how many people are going to be here; it’s really
unbelievable. Already before it’s full, it kind of gives you goose bumps when you see the magnitude of it.
And then the history of this track for almost a hundred years now. It’s pretty cool.”
***
RACE SPECIFICS:
•Eight-time Allstate 400 at the Brickyard starter Brett Bodine drives the Chevrolet Corvette Z06
Pace Car during the race. There will be three pace laps before the race starts.
•There will be two competition caution periods, after 15 laps and after 40 laps.
•Pit-road speed limit is 55 mph.
•The Pace Car speed will be 65 mph during caution periods.
•The race distance is 160 laps/400 miles on the 2.5-mile oval.
•The estimated pit window is every 36 to 38 laps, based on fuel mileage.
•The flagmen for today’s race are Rick Monroe and Rodney Wise.
(More)
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John Barnes, the co-owner of two-time IndyCar Series champion Panther Racing, is attending the
Allstate 400 at the Brickyard today.
JOHN BARNES: "Just seeing a lot of dear friends of mine that I've had the pleasure of being
around for a long time. Robbie Loomis from Petty Enterprises, Ricky Rudd, a lot of people. I've hung out
with them for a while." (Is today an opportunity to talk a little business, perhaps talk to a few sponsors, or
strictly pleasure?): "Just for fun today. I was out here Friday, that's the day we did that (talked business),
talked to a few different people. Today we're just out here with a suite full of people here and just see the
people from Goodyear, Robbie, the Petty's and people we've known for a long while." (Does it feel
strange to come here, to this racetrack, and not work?): "Yeah it is, but it's OK. I could get real used to it
real quick."
***
Nicole Rash, 2007 Miss Indiana, is serving as an honorary crew member for the #96 DLP HDTV
Chevrolet driven by Tony Raines, a native of LaPorte, Ind.
***
RACE RUNNING:
•At 2:05 p.m., the ambient temperature was 84 degrees with a relative humidity of 40 percent and
northeast winds at 12 mph. Track temperature was 135 degrees. Skies were sunny.
#07 Clint Bowyer will move to the rear of the field on the pace laps due to an engine change after
qualifying.
2:10 p.m. – Command to start engines by Mari Hulman George, Indianapolis Motor Speedway
chairman of the board.
2:14 p.m. – All 43 starters pull away on first pace lap.
Lap 1: GREEN. Grand marshal James Denton waves green flag to start 14th Allstate 400 at the
Brickyard. #41 Sorenson leads into Turn 1. #8 Earnhardt, who started fourth, passes #42 Montoya for
second at the start-finish line.
•Reed Sorenson led Lap 1, continuing the streak of the pole winner leading the first lap of all 14
Allstate 400 at the Brickyard races.
Lap 2: #41 Sorenson leads #8 Earnhardt by .673 of a second.
Lap 3: #20 Stewart under #9 Kahne for eighth entering Turn 3. #41 Sorenson leads #8 Earnhardt
by .581 of a second.
Lap 4: #20 Stewart up to sixth.
Lap 5: #41 Sorenson leads #8 Earnhardt by .490 of a second.
Lap 6: #41 Sorenson leads #8 Earnhardt by .703 of a second.
Lap 7: #12 Newman, who started third, running 10th. #29 Harvick, who started 20th, up to eighth.
Lap 8: #66 Green to pits, right front tire change. Green made contact with wall in Turn 2 on prior
lap. #20 Stewart passed #2 Ku. Busch for fifth.
Lap 9: #24 Gordon, who started 21st, up to 11th. #66 Green returns to pits for drive-through
penalty for speeding on pit road.
Lap 10: #41 Sorenson leads #8 Earnhardt by .608 of a second.
Lap 11: #17 Kenseth, who started 31st, up to 19th.
Lap 13: #41 Sorenson leads #8 Earnhardt by .697 of a second.
Lap 14: #20 Stewart passed #31 J. Burton for third at start-finish line.
Lap 16: YELLOW. #66 Green does half-spin into SAFER Barrier exiting Turn 3. Car spins to
apron, continues. Heavy damage to rear of car. Team reports right-rear tire failure.
Lap 16: All cars to pits for competition caution. #41 Sorenson first, #20 Stewart second.
(More)
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RACE RUNNING (cont.):
Lap 16 pit stop report: Four tires and gas: #24 J. Gordon, 16 seconds; #00 Reutimann, 21
seconds; #99 Edwards, 11 seconds; #31 J. Burton, 15 seconds; #1 Truex, 26 seconds; #18 Yeley, 27
seconds; #8 Earnhardt, 14 seconds; #83 Vickers, 13 seconds; #42 Montoya, 14 seconds; #19 Sadler, 16
seconds; #7 R. Gordon, 15 seconds; #10 Riggs, 16 seconds; #25 Mears, 16 seconds; #11 Hamlin, 16
seconds; #16 Biffle, 56 seconds; #20 Stewart, 15 seconds. Four tires, gas, air pressure, chassis adjustment:
#29 Harvick, 14 seconds; #17 Kenseth, 28 seconds; #2 Ku. Busch, 14 seconds; #26 McMurray. Four tires,
gas, chassis adjustment: #48 Johnson, 13 seconds; #96 Raines, 34 seconds. Four tires, gas, pressure
adjustment: #5 Ky. Busch, 14 seconds; #41 Sorenson, 19 seconds; #24 J. Gordon; #40 Stremme, #21
Elliott.
#01 Martin reports loss of second gear.
Lap 17: Running order after pit stops: #20 Stewart, #8 Earnhardt, #41 Sorenson, #31 J. Burton,
#42 Montoya.
Lap 20: GREEN. #8 Earnhardt passes #20 Stewart for lead at start-finish line, just before caution.
Lap 21: YELLOW. #12 Newman does half-spin in Turn 4, hits SAFER Barrier with left side of
car. Heavy left front damage, left-side damage. Car continues to garage. #11 Hamlin to pits with left front
damage.
Lap 23: #7 R. Gordon to pits to bleed brakes.
Lap 25: GREEN. Restart order: #8 Earnhardt, #20 Stewart, #41 Sorenson, #31 J. Burton, #42
Montoya. #8 Earnhardt leads #20 Stewart by .527 of a second.
Lap 35: #8 Earnhardt leads #20 Stewart by 1.756 seconds. #12 Newman, #66 Green out of race
due to earlier incidents.
RYAN NEWMAN: “It’s unfortunate. It was a pretty good lick into the wall, and it ended our
day. It’s devastating in more than one way. It just depends on how far we have to come back.”
Lap 40: YELLOW. #96 Raines spins in Turn 1, hits SAFER Barrier. #9 Kahne hits right side of
Raines. #7 R. Gordon spins to avoid #96 Raines, #9 Kahne. Heavy damage to rear and right side of #96
Raines. Heavy damage to front of #9 Kahne.
Field to pits for service. Pit stop report: #25 Mears, 17 seconds; #19 Sadler, 74 seconds; #20
Stewart, 12 seconds; #26 McMurray 18 seconds; #42 Montoya, 16 seconds; #16 Biffle, 1 minute, 53
seconds, replace radio; #83 Vickers, 20 seconds; #8 Earnhardt, 15 seconds; #2 Ku. Busch, 16 seconds;
#48 Johnson, 16 seconds; #5 Ky. Busch, 16 seconds; #7 R. Gordon, 17 seconds; #10 Riggs, 27 seconds;
#11 Hamlin, 25 seconds; #41 Sorenson, 16 seconds; #25 Mears, 20 seconds; #31 J. Burton, 17 seconds;
#24 J. Gordon, 17 seconds; #29 Harvick, 13 seconds; #1 Truex, 13 seconds; #18 Yeley, 19 seconds; #17
Kenseth, 19 seconds; #01 Bowyer, 12 seconds; #99 Edwards, 22 seconds; #00 Reutimann, 28 seconds.
Running order after pit stops: #8 Earnhardt, #20 Stewart, #42 Montoya, #24 Gordon, #41
Sorenson.
Lap 44: GREEN. #8 Earnhardt leads #20 Stewart by .368 of a second.
Lap 45: YELLOW. #48 Johnson, #26 McMurray collide side-by-side in Turn 1, triggering eightcar accident. Left-front damage for #48 Johnson, heavy rear damage for #7 R. Gordon, #10 Riggs. Also
involved: #21 Elliott, #18 Yeley, #88 Rudd, #99 Edwards.
Lap 46: #26 McMurray, #18 Yeley to garage for repairs. Other six cars involved to pit road for
repairs. #48 Johnson in pits for 50 seconds for repairs. #10 Riggs in pits for 1 minute, 56 seconds for
repairs.

(More)
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RACE RUNNING (cont.):
Lap 50: #96 Raines out of race. #99 Edwards to pits, 39 seconds, reports flat-spotted tires. #00
Reutimann to pits, 21 seconds; #17 Kenseth to pits, 47 seconds; #1 Truex to pits, 19 seconds.
Lap 53: GREEN. Restart order – #8 Earnhardt, #20 Stewart, #24 J. Gordon, #42 Montoya, #41
Sorenson.
Lap 54: #20 Stewart passes #8 Earnhardt for lead on backstretch with inside move. #10 Riggs to
pits for 14 seconds.
Lap 55: YELLOW. #25 Mears, #19 Sadler spun entering Turn 3, collecting #45 Petty, #70
Sauter. #70 Sauter, #19 Sadler, #25 Mears make contact with SAFER Barrier. All four cars continue with
damage. #70 Sauter, #25 Mears, #45 Petty to garage for repairs. #19 Sadler to pits for repairs. #10 Riggs
returns to pits for 1 minute, 21 seconds for sheet-metal repairs.
Lap 56: #48 Johnson to pits for service, 16 seconds.
Lap 57: #48 Johnson to pits for more repairs, 1 minute, 30 seconds.
Lap 60: GREEN. Restart order – #20 Stewart, #8 Earnhardt, #24 J. Gordon, #42 Montoya, #01
Martin. Martin has no second gear and is experiencing problems with third gear.
Lap 62: YELLOW. #48 Johnson hits SAFER Barrier in Turn 3, car slides along SAFER Barrier
through short chute between Turns 3 and 4 with flames trailing from car, crosses track and stops inside
track in Turn 4. Heavy damage to front and right side of car. Johnson climbs from car quickly, without
assistance. Safety crew extinguishes flames. #48 Johnson out of race.
Lap 63: Lead-lap cars to pits. #42 Montoya wins race off pit road. Fuel only and chassis
adjustment for #42 Montoya, six seconds. Pit report: #20 Stewart, two tires, fuel, 9 seconds; #7 R.
Gordon, 14 seconds; #2 Ku. Busch, 15 seconds, chassis adjustment, slow due to stuck lug nut on right
rear tire; #8 Earnhardt, 10 seconds, left side tires only; #19 Sadler, 1 minute, 8 seconds; #42 Montoya, 6
seconds; #11 Hamlin, 10 seconds; #41 Sorenson, 12 seconds, chassis adjustment, two tires only; #22
Blaney, 6 seconds; #31 J. Burton, 11 seconds, right side tires only; #24 J. Gordon, 12 seconds; #29
Harvick, 10 seconds, right side tires only; #17 Kenseth, six seconds; #1 Truex, six seconds; #00
Reutimann, 32 seconds; #99 Edwards, #13 seconds; #01 Martin, 11 seconds, right side tires, chassis
adjusment; #6 Ragan, two right side tires, gas; #40 Stremme, gas only; #19 Sadler, four
Lap 64: #9 Kahne out of race.
Lap 67: #26 McMurray returns to track after repairs, 21 laps down.
Lap 68: GREEN. Restart order: #5 Ky. Busch, #83 Vickers, #17 Kenseth, #1 Truex, #10 Riggs.
Lap 69: #42 Montoya up to third. #17 Kenseth second.
Lap 70: #5 Ky. Busch leads #17 Kenseth by 1.693 seconds.
Lap 73: #45 Petty leaves garage to return to track, 17 laps down.
Lap 75: #20 Stewart passes #42 Montoya for second.
Lap 77: YELLOW. Debris on frontstretch.
Lap 78: Pit stop report – #19 Sadler, 1 minute, 16 seconds; #10 Riggs, 9 seconds; #83 Vickers, 16
seconds; #7 R. Gordon, 14 seconds; #5 Ky. Busch, 15 seconds, chassis adjustment; #2 Ku. Busch, 15
seconds; #16 Biffle, 20 seconds; #11 Hamlin, 17 seconds; #00 Reutimann, 22 seconds; #22 Blaney, 15
seconds; #17 Kenseth, 15 seconds; #1 Truex, 12 seconds. #2 Ku. Busch, #07 Bowyer, #33 Wimmer
collide on pit road. Contact between #07 Bowyer, #2 Ku. Busch results in sheet metal being torn off rear
of #2 Ku. Busch’s car.
Lap 79: #2 Ku. Busch returns to pits for check of damaged rear end sheet metal, chassis
adjustment, 10 seconds.
(More)
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RACE RUNNING (cont.):
Lap 80: GREEN. Restart order: #20 Stewart, #42 Montoya, #17 Kenseth, #31 J. Burton, #29
Harvick. #25 Mears returns to track after repairs, 26 laps down.
Top 10 at halfway: #20 Stewart, #42 Montoya, #17 Kenseth, #29 Harvick, #31 J. Burton, #1
Truex, #40 Stremme, #24 J. Gordon, #8 Earnhardt, #99 Edwards.
KASEY KAHNE: “We were just going backward. We didn’t have a very good car. We were
really surprised yesterday. It was a completely different car in practice. It wouldn’t turn, and yesterday it
was loose. As we were going back, he (Raines) was coming by me on the outside, and we were both
losing traction. That’s the way it goes, I guess.”
Lap 86: #20 Stewart leads #42 Montoya by 2.705 seconds.
Lap 89: #33 Wimmer to garage to repair front left fender.
Lap 91: YELLOW. Debris.
TONY RAINES: “I can tell you what Kasey (Kahne) said to me. I went by him so fast on the
outside that it got him loose and made him mad. So he said, ‘I figured if I was going, I’d take you with
me.’ That’s what he said to me. I guess he’s having a bad day. It’s a frustrating sport, and neither one of
us want to be racing in the race like this today. When you win six races last year and you can’t get out of
your own way this year, I can understand the struggles. We go though that a little bit more than he does. I
just don’t like being the guy he takes it out on.” (It looks like you had a good run going): “We were real
tight, but we’re we going to get better, for sure. We started off good and then had a bad pit stop on the
first one, but we were moving forward. We caught the 9 car and passed him in (Turn) 3 and then I got a
little tight off of (Turn) 4 and let off and he got beside me again, but then I thought that he had pulled
down to let me go around him in Turn 1. His car wasn’t handling great, I guess. I told you what he told
me, and that’s all I can go off of.”
JIMMIE JOHNSON: "We didn't want to finish up that way, by any means, but unfortunately
some early aggressive racing was taking place. The 11 got into the 17, and we all got piled up, and I got
the car torn up initially there. Then we were just trying to get the car straightened back out and trying to
get back on the lead lap, I had just got by the 88 to be in position for the 'Lucky Dog,' and the tire blew
again going into Turn 3. Everybody's trying hard because track position's so important, but everybody's
forgetting how aero-sensitive these cars are side-by-side on corner entry, and I got caught up in a wreck,
then I saw my teammate and a group of cars make the same mistake going into Turn 3. It's just really
tough running side-by-side and being aggressive at this track." (How disappointing is this, especially after
such a tough race at Chicagoland Speedway?): "It's been a steady roll of bad races for us. We've had lots
of speed. Chicago, we were in position to win, here we had a top-five car, but we don't have the results to
show for it. We need to make sure we don't lose our focus, which is building fast race cars. And we
continue to do that, but we can't control these outside elements. We'll sit down with the guys next week
and get everybody pumped up. We've got to keep fighting and make sure we stay in this Chase."
Lap 92: All cars on track to pits except #49 Schrader, #18 Yeley. Pit report (all cars except Truex,
Blaney four tires and gas, adjustments noted): #2 Ku. Busch, 1 minute, 14 seconds for repairs; #83
Vickers, 50 seconds, repairs, major chassis adjustment; #8 Earnhardt, 14 seconds; #5 Ky. Busch, 14
seconds, chassis adjustment; #11 Hamlin, 13 seconds; #42 Montoya, 17 seconds, chassis adjustment; #20
Stewart, 17 seconds, air pressure adjustment; #29 Harvick, 13 seconds, air pressure adjustment; #24 J.
Gordon, chassis adjustment, 10 seconds; #31 J. Burton, 17 seconds, air pressure adjustment; #00
Reutimann, 23 seconds, reporting engine problems; #99 Edwards, 18 seconds; #01 Martin, 20 seconds; #1
Truex, 7 seconds, fuel only, chassis and air pressure adjustment; #17 Kenseth, 13 seconds; #22 Blaney, 7
seconds; fuel only.
(More)
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RACE RUNNING (cont.):
Lap 93: #33 Wimmer returns to track after repairs to fix broken right suspension, 14 laps down.
Lap 98: GREEN. Restart order – #16 Biffle, #38 Gilliland, #07 Bowyer, #29 Harvick, #20
Stewart. Crew has changed Biffle’s radio twice during pit stops.
Lap 100: Top 10 – #16 Biffle, #29 Harvick, #20 Stewart, #07 Bowyer, #42 Montoya, #5 Ky.
Busch, #38 Gilliland, #31 J. Burton, #24 J. Gordon, #11 Hamlin. Thirty-one cars on lead lap.
Lap 102: #16 Biffle leads #29 Harvick by .277 of a second.
Lap 103: #29 Harvick passes #16 Biffle with inside move on back straightaway for lead. #29
Harvick leads #16 Biffle by .394 of a second at the start-finish line.
Lap 104: #20 Stewart passes #16 Biffle for second in Turn 1.
Lap 105: #29 Harvick leads #20 Stewart by .570 of a second. #42 Montoya third, 3.262 seconds
behind leader.
Lap 106: #29 Harvick leads #20 Stewart by .390 of a second.
Lap 107: #29 Harvick leads #20 Stewart by .335 of a second.
Lap 108: #70 Sauter returns to race after repairs, 51 laps down. #29 Harvick leads #20 Stewart by
.229 of a second.
Lap 109: #29 Harvick leads #20 Stewart by .266 of a second.
Lap 110: #29 Harvick leads #20 Stewart by .184 of a second.
Lap 111: #20 Stewart passes #29 Harvick entering Turn 3 with inside move. Harvick attempted to
regain lead in short chute, but Stewart keeps lead. #20 Stewart leads #29 Harvick by .271 of a second at
line. #42 Montoya third. #40 Stremme hits concrete wall just past exit of Turn 4, continues to pits.
Lap 112: #20 Stewart leads #29 Harvick by .859 of a second.
Lap 113: #20 Stewart leads #29 Harvick by 1.415 seconds. #5 Ky. Busch passes #42 Montoya for
third.
Lap 114: #20 Stewart leads #29 Harvick by 2.028 seconds.
Lap 117: #20 Stewart leads #29 Harvick by 2.839 seconds. #5 Ky. Busch third, 5.176 seconds
behind leader.
Lap 120: #20 Stewart leads #29 Harvick by 4.571 seconds.K
Lap 121: #20 Stewart leads #29 Harvick by 4.848 seconds.
Lap 124: #17 Kenseth to pits, four tires and fuel, 13 seconds. #20 Stewart leads #29 Harvick by
5.529 seconds.
Lap 125: #16 Biffle, #99 Edwards, #1 Truex, #19 Sadler to pits for routine service.
Lap 126: #31 J. Burton to pits, four tires and fuel, 15 seconds.
Lap 127: #8 Earnhardt, #41 Sorenson, #01 Martin, #38 Gilliland to pits. Pit report: #8 Earnhardt,
four tires and fuel, 14 seconds; #41 Sorenson, four tires, fuel, air pressure adjustment, 17 seconds.
Lap 128: #20 Stewart, #29 Harvick, #42 Montoya, #07 Bowyer, #24 J. Gordon to pits. #5 Ky.
Busch takes lead. Pit report: #20 Stewart, four tires, fuel, air pressure adjustment, 13 seconds; #42
Montoya, four tires, fuel, air pressure adjustment, 14 seconds; #29 Harvick, four tires and fuel, 15
seconds; #24 J. Gordon, four tires, fuel, chassis adjustment, 14 seconds.
Lap 129: #5 Ky. Busch, #11 Hamlin to pits. #20 Stewart regains lead, leads by 2.910 seconds
over #29 Harvick. Pit report: #5 Ky. Busch, four tires and fuel, 14 seconds; #11 Hamlin, four tires and
fuel, 1 minute, 8 seconds, car ran out of fuel;
Lap 131: #20 Stewart leads #29 Harvick by 2.806 seconds.
Lap 133: #20 Stewart leads #29 Harvick by 3.506 seconds. #5 Ky. Busch third, 5.347 seconds
behind leader.
(More)
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RACE RUNNING (cont.):
Lap 136: Heavy smoke trailing from #8 Earnhardt on front straightaway.
Lap 137: YELLOW, due to smoke trailing from Earnhardt’s car.
Lap 138: #8 Earnhardt stops on pit road as cars under power are pitting. Crew runs up pit road to
push car to garage. Pit report: #2 Ku. Busch, four tires, fuel, 16 seconds; #5 Ky. Busch, four tires, fuel, 15
seconds; #16 Biffle, fuel only, 10 seconds; #22 Blaney, fuel only, eight seconds; #1 Truex, fuel only,
eight seconds; #31 J. Burton, fuel, right-side tires, chassis adjustment, nine seconds.
Lap 141: GREEN. Restart order – #20 Stewart, #29 Harvick,#24 J. Gordon, #42 Montoya, #41
Sorenson. #29 Harvick passes #20 Stewart for lead in Turn 1. #29 Harvick leads #20 Stewart by .330 of a
second.
Lap 142: #42 Montoya passes #24 J. Gordon for third entering Turn 4. #29 Harvick leads #20
Stewart by .410 of a second.
Lap 143: #29 Harvick leads #20 Stewart by .502 of a second.
Lap 144: #29 Harvick leads #20 Stewart by .349 of a second.
Lap 145: #29 Harvick leads #20 Stewart by .143 of a second.
Lap 146: #20 Stewart tries to pass #29 Harvick with inside move entering Turn 3, fails. #29
Harvick leads #20 Stewart by .137 of a second.
Lap 147: #29 Harvick leads #20 Stewart by .265 of a second.
Lap 148: #20 Stewart tries to pass #29 Harvick with inside move entering Turn 3, cars almost
touch, move fails. #29 Harvick leads #20 Stewart by .236 of a second.
Lap 149: #29 Harvick leads #20 Stewart by .294 of a second.
Lap 150: #29 Harvick leads #20 Stewart by ..114 of a second.
Lap 151: #20 Stewart passes #29 Harvick for lead in short chute between Turns 1 and 2. #29
Harvick moves side by side with #20 Stewart entering Turn 3, cars touch. Stewart keeps lead entering
short chute between Turns 3 and 4, keeps lead by .307 of a second. #42 Montoya third, 1.398 seconds
behind leader.
Lap 152: #20 Stewart leads #29 Harvick by .964 of a second.
Lap 153: #20 Stewart leads #29 Harvick by 1.346 seconds. #42 Montoya third, 2.114 seconds
behind leader.
Lap 154: #20 Stewart leads #29 Harvick by .1763 seconds. #42 Montoya third, 2.286 seconds
behind leader but only a half-second behind Harvick.
Lap 155: #20 Stewart leads #29 Harvick by 1.894 seconds.
Lap 156: #20 Stewart leads #29 Harvick by 2.605 seconds.
Lap 157: #42 Montoya passes #29 Harvick in Turn 1 for second. #24 J. Gordon uses outside
move in Turn 4 to pass #29 Harvick for third. #20 Stewart leads #42 Montoya by 3.364 seconds.
Lap 158: #20 Stewart leads #42 Montoya by 3.128 seconds. #29 Harvick falls to sixth.
Lap 159: #20 Stewart leads #42 Montoya by 3.534 seconds. #24 J. Gordon third.
Lap 160: CHECKERED. #20 Tony Stewart wins the Allstate 400 at the Brickyard by 2.982
seconds over #42 Juan Pablo Montoya. #24 J. Gordon third. It is Stewart’s second victory in this event, as
he also won in 2005. Stewart climbs fence at Yard of Bricks with team.
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WINNER’S QUICK QUOTE:
TONY STEWART: “This thing was pretty good in traffic all day. For some reason, I got really
tight in Turn 1 on that restart. I was just trying to be patient. That’s a hard guy to race with (Harvick).
He’s a clean guy. He’s one of my best friends, and I can’t think of another guy I’d want to race with for
the lead. I felt good in the car today. This one is for everyone in the stands who pull for me and have to
take all the bull(crap) from everyone else.”
RUNNER-UP QUICK QUOTE:
JUAN PABLO MONTOYA: “It was a lot of fun. My Texaco Havoline Dodge was amazing. I
don’t think anyone had anything for Tony. His car was way too fast. Second here at the Brickyard, it was
awesome. We’re getting closer. We’re there already. We’re just need to be the fastest car like Tony
today.”
***
ALLSTATE 400 AT THE BRICKYARD POST-RACE NOTES:
•This is Tony Stewart’s second Allstate 400 at the Brickyard victory. He also won in 2005. He
has six top-eight finishes in nine starts in this event.
•Juan Pablo Montoya’s second-place finish is the best by a first-time starter in the Allstate 400 at
the Brickyard, not including the inaugural event in 1994. The previous best was third by Jamie McMurray
in 2003.
•Juan Pablo Montoya’s best finishes in all three major events at Indianapolis:
Indianapolis 500: First (2000)
Allstate 400 at the Brickyard: Second (2007)
United States Grand Prix: Fourth (2002)
•Juan Pablo Montoya’s rookie finishes in all three major events at Indianapolis:
Indianapolis 500: First (2000)
Allstate 400 at the Brickyard: Second (2007)
United States Grand Prix: 18th (2001)
•Tony Stewart became the third multiple winner of this event. Jeff Gordon has won four times
(1994, 1998, 2001, 2004). Dale Jarrett won in 1996 and 1999.
•Jeff Gordon finished third, his 11th top-eight finish in 14 starts at this event. It was his sixth topthree finish and eighth top-five finish at this event.
•Kyle Busch finished fourth, his third top-10 finish in three starts at this event.
•Reed Sorenson finished fifth, the third-best finish by an Allstate 400 at the Brickyard pole sitter.
Kevin Harvick won from the pole in 2003, and Jeff Gordon finished third in 1999.
•Bill Elliott finished 23rd, one lap down. Elliott has completed 2,239 of the 2,241 laps in this
event’s 14-year history.
•Bill Elliott and Jeff Burton maintained their perfect record of running at the finish in all 14
Allstate 400 at the Brickyard events.
•Tony Stewart moved to second in all-time Allstate 400 at the Brickyard 400 laps led with 65
today, giving him a total of 215, second only to Jeff Gordon’s 433. Stewart moved into a tie with Mark
Martin for third in races led with five, behind Gordon’s nine and Bill Elliott’s six.
•Greg Biffle and Reed Sorenson led an Allstate 400 at the Brickyard for the first time.
(More)
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ALLSTATE 400 AT THE BRICKYARD POST-RACE NOTES (cont.):
•Tony Stewart’s victory is the 31st of his NASCAR Nextel Cup career.
•Stewart tied Jeff Gordon’s Allstate 400 at the Brickyard record of leading the race for seven
times today, matching Gordon’s total in the inaugural event in 1994.
•Today’s Allstate 400 at the Brickyard was the second slowest in its history at an average speed
of 117.379 mph. The slowest was 115.037 in 2004, won by Jeff Gordon.
•Tony Stewart’s win over Juan Pablo Montoya by 2.982 seconds was the third-widest margin of
victory in an Allstate 400 at the Brickyard. The widest was Bobby Labonte’s win over Rusty Wallace by
4.229 seconds in 2000, and the second-widest was Dale Jarrett’s win over Bobby Labonte by 3.351
seconds in 1999.
•Mark Martin’s sixth-place finish gives him nine top-10 finishes in 14 starts here.
•Kevin Harvick’s seventh-place finish gives him five top-eight finishes in seven starts here.
•Jeff Burton’s eighth-place finish gives him three top-eight finishes in 14 starts here.
•Dave Blaney’s ninth-place finish is his best in nine starts here. His previous best was 15th in
2002.
•Matt Kenseth’s 10th-place finish was his fifth top-10 finish in eight starts here.
•Stewart’s earnings of $488,111 in posted awards moved him to sixth place in all-time Allstate
400 at the Brickyard career earnings with $2,409,012.
***
th
The 15 Allstate 400 at the Brickyard is scheduled for Sunday, July 27, 2008.
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